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CHARACTER
OF THE
CITY
Youngstown’s transportation network was built to accommodate a growing city to serve nearly
170,000 residents, and was designed to support an economy concentrated in heavy manufacturing
(particularly steel manufacturing and related suppliers). Youngstown’s devastating population decline
was insufficiently addressed during past decades of transportation planning and infrastructure
improvements. We are now living with a road network and capacity designed according to an outdated
model for an economy that no longer exists.
Updating and enhancing Center City’s transportation infrastructure system can play a key and
vital role in achieving a revitalized future for Youngstown’s urban core. This document is a Complete
Street Design Guide for Center City Youngstown. It has been created to guide decision-makers
and stakeholders in implementing highest economic impact of public infrastructure dollars. Recent
studies and surveys related to the existing Center City parking and streetscape conditions
document an uncoordinated inventory of streetscape amenities. As the city continues to experience
reinvestment, it is important to coordinate the style, placement, and accessibility of future investments
in the public realm. This guide will promote a consistent approach to transportation projects.
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The Center City Youngstown Design Guide builds on the momentum of well-coordinated
planning efforts set forth in the Youngstown 2010 Plan, Downtown Vision and Action Plan, and

SMAR2T Corridor. Center City Youngstown offers an authentic urban core, historic building stock,
and access to innovation, culture, employment opportunities, and centers of education.
This Design Guide was made possible by the vision and efforts of leadership of the City of
Youngstown and the following organizations during:
Catholic Diocese of Youngstown, Eastern Gateway Community College (EGGC),
Eastgate Regional Council of Governments, MERCY Health Systems, Western Reserve Transit Authority.
The Design Guide also reinforces an expanded awareness of the role that transportation projects
play in bolstering the overall quality of life in the City of Youngstown and the Mahoning Valley.
Transportation focuses on the efficient movement of people and goods, limiting the impediments
through congestion mitigation, safety enhancements, and intelligent transportation systems.
In the past decade, Youngstown has experienced increasing public and private sector investment
for historic preservation and rehabilitation, higher education expansion, student housing, updated
infrastructure and soon to be implemented, a Mahoning Riverfront Amphitheater and Park, just
south of Center City. The growing investment in mixed-use residential and public space developments
further increases the need for an updated transportation network that addresses all modes- vehicular,
transit, bikes and pedestrians- and is set in an attractive environment that supports all of the city’s
sectors- residential, commercial, retail, hotel, academic, medical, parks, civil, and institutional setting.
The ability of transportation infrastructure to adapt to local context and need has also changed.
The FAST Act allows cities more freedom in roadway design effort. Formerly only AASHTO Standards
which were heavily highway focused were in use for city centers, but today other standards better
suited to urban conditions are also in common use. See section 1.5 for more information.
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The vision for Center City is for a cleaner, safer, and more vibrant place. Updating and enhancing
Center City’s transportation infrastructure system can play a key and vital role in achieving a revitalized
future for this urban area. Center City’s future requires a more creative use of the public right of
way to offer multi-modal transportation choices for all members of the community and high quality,
attractive, and functional redevelopment of the public realm to help capture redevelopment
opportunities for the city’s businesses, institutions, and housing.
This design guide creates a toolkit for all future transportation infrastructure projects within Center
City, in order to establish a consistent aesthetic and right—sized multi-modal transportation system.
This design guide aims to achieve consistency moving forward—to create a welcoming, proud, and
entrepreneurial place for Center City Youngstown.
Center City Youngstown has been the focus for recent primary and secondary planning activities. In
2016 the aforementioned anchor institutions went through a seven-month planning process
that resulted in a Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) project/grant
application to the U.S. Department of Transportation and new public right of way design guidelines.
The TIGER grant was highly recommended by each of the programs three tiers of evaluation.
Through intensive analysis, the planning process concluded that the city’s infrastructure was built
to support a city 2.5 times larger than it is today. The excess vehicular capacity can have many
negative impacts which are highlighted in the table below:

FOR ALL MODES

NON-VEHICULAR MODES

TRANSIT MODES

» Excess operation & maintenance

» Fragmented or non-existent

» Limited transit in the Center

costs

bicycle and pedestrian facilities,

City area

unfocused on internal connectivity,
» A network focused on freight
movements and movements in

and unsupportive of a retail,
office, and research-based economy

» Absence of pedestrian scale
lighting, signage, and landscaping

and out of the city rather than
circulation within the urban core

» Non-existent or non-compliant
pedestrian facilities

» Absence of sharrows or dedicated bike lanes

» Wide streets and lane widths
with low traffic, encouraging

» Unsafe pedestrian crossings

» Absence of drop off zones

higher speeds
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investments within Center City to support circulation and mobility between the anchor institutions,
such as YSU, EGCC, Mercy, and YBI. These are knowledge-based industries that benefit from the
exchange of ideas and collaboration of people. This design guide calls for investments in transit
circulators and bike and pedestrian pathways that support the city’s emerging knowledge cluster in
a walkable and accessible physical environment. There are multiple dimensions to this knowledge
cluster, hence the acronym for the TIGER application and this design guide, the Youngstown SMAR2T
Corridor project (Strategic Medical, Academic, Residential, Recreational, and Technological):

» STRATEGIC:

a long term look at leveraging transportation infrastructure to support community

revitalization.

» MEDICAL:

multi-modal access for employees and students of Mercy Health and YSU (resident and

nurse training); improved access for patients seeking health care (Mercy provides student health
care to YSU).

» ACADEMIC: YSU, Eastern Gateway Community College (EGCC), America Makes, Choffin Career
and Technical Center, Lewis School, Youngstown City Schools District, Youngstown Business Incubator,
and Mercy Health.

» RESIDENTIAL: Connects low income neighborhood residents to jobs, transit, recreation,
education, medical and social services available in the Center City and accessible to other local job
markets through public transit located throughout the project area.

» RECREATIONAL: Links Wick Park to Mill Creek Park (ranks among the largest metropolitan
owned parks within city limits in the U.S.) to the new riverfront park (under design development)
and to the Center City core –creating the foundation for a network of connectivity to economic
development opportunity sites, residents, and city parks.

» TECHNOLOGICAL:

Connects Youngstown Business Incubator and America Makes to academic

institutions and supporting facilities for technological advancement and development.
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The TIGER planning process identified and prioritized the future transportation related infrastructure

1

The design guide provides design guidelines and recommended materials and
is organized in this manner:
▪ In the remainder of Chapter 1, the high level context, benefits, and
standards are discussed as follows:
» Section 1.2 addresses existing conditions.
» Section 1.3 describes the benefits of the application of the guide.
These include consideration for safety, accessibility, and economic
development.
» Section 1.4 summarizes overarching design principles for Center
City streets.
» Section 1.5 lists national industry standards and guiding documents
for transportation practices.
▪ In Chapter 2, the three zones of the right of way are defined; design
guidelines and common design elements for each zone are discussed.
A summary matrix identifies how the guideline should be applied to
each street in the design guide.
▪ Chapter 3 describes recommended materials for common streetscape
conditions for the streets in the design guide.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDE:

A CONSISTENT, AESTHETIC
APPROACH TO THE
STREETSCAPE WILL HELP
CREATE A
THEMATIC CONSISTENCY
ACROSS CENTER CITY AND
SERVE AS A CRITICAL FORM OF
PLACEMAKING CITYWIDE.
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EXISTING
CONDITIONS
Center City’s existing transportation network was specifically designed around an industrial district
along the Mahoning River and Front Street, and the Central Business District, which included
financial, professional, and department stores such as McKelvey’s and Strouss-Hirschberg. These
areas were developed to accommodate ease of delivery for rail and large trucks with the goal of
substantial product distribution. Although industry hasn’t completely abandoned Center City, as
seen by the great work of the Youngstown Business Incubator, America Makes, and the adjacent,
active industrial fabric of Andrew’s Avenue and nearby city Business Parks, institutions have
begun to shift their economic focus towards a knowledge economy that leverages the medical,
educational and technological assets. This shift is focused on moving and connecting people and
knowledge, not products.
Commerce Street is one example of how this design guide will support the realignment of the
City’s new economy with future infrastructure investment that will enhance transportation
infrastructure, the built environment, and development patterns. At one time, local design and
transportation professionals attempted to cover the rail corridor and eliminate an already significant
slope, known locally as the “Ridge”, which runs along the north edge of Commerce Street. The
ridge was a significant obstacle to uniting the campus and the central business district, but this
was unsuccessful. Commerce Street was historically a “back of house” service road for
deliveries to Center City businesses such as the Strouss-Hirschberg Department Store and likewise,
the campus turned its back to the rail corridor. Today the existing streetscape shows outdated
materials, inconsistent placement of streetscape elements, and a lack of maintenance.
In the design guide, Commerce Street is recommended as a viable “seam” in the transition between
the Center City district and the University.
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Commerce Street is one example of how this design guide will
achieve the alignment of the City’s new economy with future
infrastructure investment that will enhance transportation
infrastructure, the built environment, and development patterns.

Commerce Street

Commerce Street // Lack of crosswalk

Non-compliant curb cut
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BY ESTABLISHING A COMMON
LANGUAGE OF THE TYPES OF
MATERIALS, LOCATIONS OF
ELEMENTS, AND CONSISTENCY
IN TREATMENT THAT BETTER
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES WITHIN
THE RIGHT OF WAY, THE CITY
BECOMES MORE FRIENDLY,
FUNCTIONAL AND PREDICTABLE
TO ITS USERS.
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BENEFITS FOR
ESTABLISHING
DESIGN GUIDELINES
Not everyone knows the city well, by developing standard guidelines for the redevelopment of
Center City transportation right of way, the City will make itself friendlier by providing a sense of
order and hierarchy that changes how the public realm is perceived and utilized. By establishing a
common language of the types of materials, locations of elements, and consistency in treatment
that better support activities within the right of way, the city becomes more friendly, functional and
predictable to its users. By establishing consistency in quality, function, and aesthetics, the City
shapes more predictable conditions that can encourage private investment and economic growth;
increased mobility for all residents, and improved conditions for safety.

Increased Economic Development & Attractive Streetscapes
Well-designed complete streets are streets that support multiple modes of transportation. They
enhance commercial economic vitality by allowing patrons a variety of transportation options and
drawing them closer to businesses activities. Complete streets are documented to provide the
following economic benefits:

increased
consumer
spending

increased
property
value

decreased
commercial
business
vacancies
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It has often been stated that improvements to the street and adjacent public environments can
have substantial impact on the economic performance within the effected neighborhoods. There
is a growing body of evidence that documents that building sustainable streets has a direct and
indirect relationship with improved economic investment and performance.
By building street improvements that support a better transit system, more people can become
regular and frequent users of the transit system. By doing so, transit riders save money that
would have otherwise been spent on automobile maintenance, parking, and fuel. As a result, they
may have additional funds to be spent locally, thereby stimulating the economy.
Through sustainable and attractive street improvements, private investors are encouraged to invest
in new businesses or reinvest in existing properties. The public investment can herald private
investment which has been conservatively estimated at a ratio of 5:1. Investors, particularly
in urban downtowns are excited by improvements that increase foot traffic. By creating safer
streets for pedestrians, providing sidewalk zones that encourage shopping, dining, relaxing; and
increased time spent downtown, there is an increased comfort in spending time and/or money in
support of downtown businesses and attractions.
Beyond new investment, sustainable approaches to downtown connectivity have shown a clear
linkage between these kinds of improvements and increased property value. For downtowns in
the United States trying to attract a younger generation, the most highly ranked criteria is the
walkability of a neighborhood. By developing improvements that improve access, there is a direct
correlation to increased property value.
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Safety
When pedestrians, cyclist or drivers feel unsafe within an environment, they will avoid it whenever
possible. The guidelines include specific recommendations to identify and correct potentially unsafe
conditions, such as places that limit driver visibility of pedestrians in crosswalks, or placing bus
stops where disembarking transit riders are likely to step into traffic.
Between the years of 2012 and 2014 there were 12 accidents within Center City that involved a
vehicle and a pedestrian or bicyclist. In nearly all instances the accidents involved vehicles striking
the pedestrian or bicyclist while attempting a turning movement at or near an intersection. In all
cases, the vehicle was initially identified as being at fault. According to the crash locations, in the
area of the accidents, there was no signage, signals, or pavement markings that notified drivers of
bicycle or pedestrian traffic.
Beyond safety associated with multi-modal transportation, the guidelines discuss techniques to
ensure that the pedestrian spaces within the public realm are designed to be well-lit, highly visible,
and free of concealed areas, reducing conditions that may support criminal activities. Section 1.6
provides information about Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED), a common
sense design philosophy embraced by police forces and the security industry. The purpose of
CPTED is to increase the safety of a public facility or building through the natural design of the
space, making it as difficult as possible to commit a criminal act in that space.
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CREATING A STRONG SENSE
OF PLACE IS ABOUT
REINFORCING THE
EMOTIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL
CONNECTION
BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THE
PLACES THEY SHARE.
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OVERARCHING
DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
Changing the mindset about the design of the city’s transportation right of way can help achieve
Youngstown’s goals for a cleaner, safer, more vibrant and more welcoming city. The design principles
listed below and discussed in this section illustrate key actions to achieve these goals:

1

ACTIVATE
the pedestrian zone

2

INCREASE
safe multi-modal access

3

SUPPORT
pedestrian zone activity
with right-of-way
landscaping

4

PROVIDE
green infrastructure
within the right of way

5

CAPTURE
the unique character

6

of a place

GATHER
public input to support
the development of
guidelines
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Creating a strong sense of place is about reinforcing the emotional and functional connection
between people and the places they share. The design of the public realm of streets should create
spaces that reflect the identities and histories of its residents and the Center City. This can be
evidenced with interpretative signage, landmarks, choice of design elements, etc.
Incorporating unique and local characteristics supports the larger goals of:
» Increased positive interactions between people
» Increased sense of inclusion, belonging, and pride
» Beautification
» Increased comfort and improved quality of life
» Economic growth

T

This can be evidenced with interpretative signage, landmarks, and
choice of design elements
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Capture the Unique Character of a Place
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Activate the Pedestrian Zone
The pedestrian zone of the street should serve as gathering places and as pedestrian corridors
connecting activity nodes. The pedestrian corridor should be designed as an inviting, attractive
environment that supports casual social interaction and business activity, and the movement of
pedestrian traffic.

The pedestrian corridor should be designed as an inviting,
attractive environment that supports casual social interaction,
business activity, and the movement of pedestrian traffic.

Philadelphia, PA

Some pedestrian zones may be able to provide additional exterior space for pedestrian friendly
activities such as outdoor dining, retail and seasonal or special occasion markets with a wider
pedestrian area or street closure.
As an example, several previous Center City planning studies identified portions of Chestnut
Street, Walnut Street (south of Federal), Phelps Street and Hazel Street as potential candidates.
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These are north south streets with limited traffic flow and the ability to link YSU campus to the
central business district, restaurants and the river front park. For streets with seasonal use or
limited hours of closure, removable bollards can be utilized to permit or prohibit delivery traffic.
Additional traffic studies can determine which portions of these streets can be dedicated to
pedestrian use and which portions should remain open for access to buildings, loading and/or
parking lots.

Increase Safe Multi-modal Access
The public right of way should be designed to be safe, convenient, and offer comfortable access
for all users, regardless of age, ability, or mode of transportation, and prioritize the health, safety,
and comfort of a city’s residents and visitors. Through the use of a variety of bike lane types,
sharrows, safe pedestrian crossings, traffic calming elements, accessible transit systems, and
complete streets can create this improved public realm.

Benefits of complete streets can include:
»

Increased bicycle, pedestrian, and
vehicular safety

»
»

Decreased car dependence
Decreased CO2 emissions

»
»
»

Increased physical activity and improved health
Increased social equality
Improved traffic flow and connected forms of
transit
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Providing landscaping along a street and along the pedestrian zone has both functional and
aesthetic advantages. Vegetation serves as a visual and physical buffer providing enhanced safety
for pedestrians by separation from vehicular traffic (cars, bikes, buses). Aesthetically, street-side
landscaping can function as a form of Center City branding and can enhance quality of life by
providing natural relief from the hardscapes and concrete infrastructure that dominate the Center City.
Street trees serve to create a more usable pedestrian zone by providing refuge from heat and sun
glare. New understanding of the conditions that support survival of street trees in harsh urban
conditions have increased success of the street tree survival and reduced maintenance costs.
In general, provision of adequately sized planting zones that provide adequate soil, water and drainage;
the prohibition of tree grates, and selection of species appropriate for the climate and growing
conditions are the key factors in providing sustainable shade and beauty for city streets.

Street trees serve
to create a more
usable pedestrian
zone by providing
refuge from heat,
reduced sun glare,
and the softening
of the urban
infrastructure and
reduced emissions
and stormwater
impact.
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Support Pedestrian Zone Activity with ROW Landscaping
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Provide Green Infrastructure within the ROW
It is critical that cities like Youngstown consider and where practical, the implementation of green
infrastructure systems.
Green infrastructure is a broad term for the treatment of stormwater through a variety of natural
methods to infiltrate, evapo-transpire, and/or recycle stormwater runoff close to its source. Green
infrastructure uses vegetation, engineered soils, and permeable surfaces to intercept stormwater
before it reaches the wastewater system, reducing the burden on the grey (built) infrastructure
system, limiting the amount of polluted stormwater runoff entering waterways, and reducing the
number and volume of combined sewer overflows. These naturalized systems seek to complement
rather than replace existing grey infrastructure, often linking green infrastructure overflow to existing
sewer and stormwater systems.
If the right conditions exist, green infrastructure methods are less costly than “grey” infrastructure
solutions, such as storm sewer systems or stormwater storage tunnels. While it is neither practical
nor feasible to apply green infrastructure on all streets, it is an important consideration to evaluate
when developing a street infrastructure project.
Benefits of green infrastructure include:

Added urban green space

Improved air quality

Reduced flooding

Reduced wastewater
pumping and treatment
costs

Shade and reduced

Meeting the requirements

Reduced and filtered

urban heat island

of the USEPA Consent

stormwater, minimizing

effects that encourage

Decree by removing storm

total suspended solids

pedestrian use

water from the CSO system

(TSS), peak discharge
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THE FOLLOWING
SECTION INCLUDES EXISTING,
WELL-KNOWN REGULATIONS,
GUIDELINES, AND
INDUSTRY STANDARDS THAT
CAN BE APPLIED TO ADDRESS
CONDITIONS SPECIFIC TO
YOUNGSTOWN.
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GUIDING DOCUMENTS
& INDUSTRY STANDARDS
The following section includes existing, well-known regulations, guidelines and industry standards
that can be applied to address conditions specific to Youngstown. They include federal (ADA)
regulations, Ohio (Ohio Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices) regulations, and nationwide
transportation guidelines developed by AASHTO and NACTO. The choice of which standard to apply
may depend on funding, local conditions, and the precedents of success in a similar context.

RELEVANT REGULATIONS
The Ohio Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways

Provide a safe, uniform and efficient system of traffic control devices on all public streets and
highways within the State of Ohio. This Manual was prepared pursuant to Section 4511.09 of the
Ohio Revised Code (see Appendix B2). Standards described within this Manual may also be used
by private agencies on facilities they control. In fact, it is recommended that such be done to
encourage uniformity in the meaning of traffic control devices throughout the State.
Americans with Disabilities Act 2010 Design Standards

Accessible design is a legally enforceable design process in which the needs of people with
disabilities are specifically considered. The Americans with Disabilities Act applies to public
accommodations, organizations that receive federal funding, state and local government facilities,
and multi-family dwellings. These regulations adopted revised, enforceable accessibility standards
called the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design “2010 Standards” or “Standards”. The 2010
Standards set minimum requirements – both scoping and technical – for newly designed and
constructed or altered state and local government facilities, public accommodations, and commercial
facilities to be readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities.
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Other Midwest cities, similar to Youngstown that utilize these standards as their guiding documents
include Pittsburgh, Louisville, Indianapolis, and Memphis.
AASHTO

The American Associate of Highway and Transportation Operators (AASHTO) is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan association representing highway and transportation departments in the 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. It represents all five transportation modes: air, highways,
public transportation, rail, and water. Its primary goal is to foster the development, operation, and
maintenance of an integrated national transportation system. AASHTO is an international leader in
setting technical standards for all phases of highway system development. Standards are issued for
design, construction of highways and bridges, materials, and many other technical areas.

AASHTO Guide for the Planning Design and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities

Provides guidelines for the planning, design, operation, and maintenance of pedestrian facilities,
including signals and signing. The guide recommends methods for accommodating pedestrians,
which vary among roadway and facility types, and addresses the effects of land use planning and
site design on pedestrian mobility.
AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities

Provides detailed planning and design guidelines on how to accommodate bicycle travel and operation
in most riding environments. It covers the planning, design, operation, maintenance, and safety of
on-road facilities, shared use paths, and parking facilities. Flexibility is provided through ranges in
design values to encourage facilities that are sensitive to local context and incorporate the needs
of bicyclists, pedestrians, and motorists.
NACTO

The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) is a coalition of America’s largest
cities – hubs of economic activity, home to the majority of Americans, and site of the nation’s
greatest transportation challenges. These challenges range from the prosaic problem of maintaining
roads, bridges and transit systems, to an increasing need to move growing city populations with
safe, equitable, spatially efficient, environmentally sustainable transportation modes, to public
demands for visionary leadership on city transportation.
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION GUIDELINES

1

Addresses more recently developed bicycle design treatments and techniques. It provides options
that can help create “complete streets” that better accommodate bicyclists. While not directly
referenced in the AASHTO Bike Guide, many of the treatments in the NACTO Guide are compatible
with the AASHTO Bike Guide and demonstrate new and innovative solutions for the varied urban
settings across the country.
NACTO- Urban Street Design Guide

The Urban Street Design Guide charts the principles and practices of the nation’s foremost
engineers, planners, and designers working in cities today.
A blueprint for designing 21st century streets, the Guide unveils the toolbox and the tactics cities
use to make streets safer, more livable, and more economically vibrant. The Guide outlines both a
clear vision for complete streets and a basic road map for how to bring them to fruition.
NACTO - Urban Transit Design Guide

The Transit Street Design Guide sets a new vision for how cities can harness the immense potential
of transit to create active and efficient streets in neighborhoods and Center City alike. Building on
the Urban Street Design Guide and Urban Bikeway Design Guide, the Transit Street Design Guide
details how reliable public transportation depends on a commitment to transit at every level of
design. Developed through a new peer network of NACTO members and transit agency partners,
the Guide provides street transportation departments, transit operating agencies, leaders, and
practitioners with the tools to actively prioritize transit on the street.
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NACTO - Urban Bikeway Design Guide

ALL DESTINATIONS SERVED
BY THE PUBLIC ROAD SYSTEM
SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE BY
PEDESTRIANS AND BY DRIVERS
OF ALL VEHICLES
(INCLUDING BICYCLES)
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DESIGN APPROACHES
FOR THE
PUBLIC REALM
Universal Access
Universal access is the goal of enabling all citizens to reach every destination served by their public
street and pathway system. Universal access is not limited to those using automobiles. Travel by
bicycle, walking, or wheelchair to every destination is accommodated in order to achieve transportation
equity, maximize independence, and improve community livability. Wherever possible, facilities are
designed to allow safe travel by young, old, and disabled persons who may have diminished
perceptual or ambulatory abilities. By using design to maximize the percentage of the population
who can travel independently, it becomes much more affordable for society to provide paratransit
services to the remainder with special needs.
As defined by Project Universal Access the general guiding principles of universal access are as follows:

UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO DESTINATIONS:
All destinations served by the public road system shall be accessible by pedestrians and by drivers
of all vehicles (including bicycles), except that vehicle operation may be restricted for reasons of
excessive weight, noise or size, or extraordinary potential for damage to the property or person of others.

EQUAL RIGHTS OF USE
People’s right to use that portion of a street designed for travel is not diminished by less weight,
less size, or less average speed associated with their travel mode. The adequate accommodation
of heavier, larger, faster travel modes by a road’s design must not imply its inadequacy for or
unintended use by smaller, lighter, or slower modes. Demand-actuated traffic signals must detect
and serve a diversity of users including bicycle operators in the roadway and pedestrians using
crosswalks.
Introduction & Framework | Design Approaches for the Public Realm					
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Travel by different modes shall not be segregated by law or facility design without compelling,
objective, scientifically valid evidence of operational advantages of segregation that outweigh the
disadvantages. Segregation of pedestrian from vehicle traffic may be warranted on busy roads due
to the different maneuverability and nighttime visibility characteristics of pedestrians and vehicles.
Segregation of different vehicle types is undesirable, as this segregation almost always creates
increased conflicts at junctions, forces users of some vehicle types to use inferior facilities, or
stigmatizes users who violate the segregation policy for safety reasons.

UNIFORMITY AND SIMPLICITY
Transportation systems should be simple and intuitive. Designs and regulations should be uniform
across facilities. Similar roadways should be treated in a similar manner, enabling more rapid and
reliable user behavior. Vehicle-type-specific exceptions to the Rules of the Road are undesirable
because such exceptions make traffic movements less predictable and traffic negotiation less reliable.

ACCESSIBLE SURFACES
To the extent practicable, travel surfaces should accommodate travel on foot with minimal trip
hazards and via common assistive devices such as wheelchairs. Roadway surfaces should be as
clear as possible of hazards for narrow tires such as bicycle wheels.

CROSSABLE ROADWAYS
Crossing distances at non-signalized access locations must not exceed the distance that can be
covered at walking speed before traffic may arrive from beyond sight distance, or during reasonable
gaps in roadway traffic. Refuges provided to reduce crossing distances should be large enough to
store assistive devices such as wheelchairs and strollers. Traffic signal timing should provide
adequate clearance intervals for safe crossing by pedestrians and slow vehicles.

APPROPRIATE SPACE FOR USE
Adequate space for maneuvering and recovery should be incorporated for all vehicle operators
and for pedestrians including wheelchair users. If it is desirable to accommodate faster speeds for
some modes while slower modes are present on the same road, the road may be designed to facilitate
easier overtaking between modes. Overtaking activities should take place at distances
appropriate for the difference in speed, maneuverability of modes, and vulnerability of users.
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Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
CPTED is an approach to design that focuses on creating spaces that reduce the risk of providing
criminal opportunity. This design approach should be applied to support increased use of the
streetscape as a place of community activity and interactions. http://www.cpted.net/

THE GENERAL CPTED PRINCIPLES ARE:

»

Natural Access Control is directed at decreasing opportunity for crime and are classified as organized
(i.e., increased patrols), mechanical (i.e. locks), and natural (i.e. spatial definition). The idea is to
deny access to a crime target and instill a sense of risk in a potential offender.
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from a receptionist’s desk that looks out over a centralized entrance and parking lot to benches
or public art that draw people to a space. This concept of “eyes on the streets” can increase
the perception of risk to potential offenders. Surveillance strategies can also be classified as
organized, mechanical (i.e. lighting or cameras), and natural (i.e. windows and doors).

»

Territorial Reinforcement is the idea that a sphere of influence can be created through the natural
design of a space, such as landscaping that clearly marks the boundaries of the space. This delineation
reinforces a sense of proprietorship and creates a less appealing target for a would-be offender.
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»

Natural Surveillance is directed at keeping potential offenders under observation and can range

1

intended purpose. Any CPTED-related improvements must include a maintenance plan to
ensure that deterioration and blight do not contribute to a sense of disorder, and a more inviting
target for a would-be offender.

ADDITIONAL CPTED INFORMATION

»

For any CPTED-related improvement to be a success, a “Three-D” approach should be taken, by
paying careful attention to the designation, definition, and design of the space.

»

Sight lines and natural surveillance can be combined. Tree canopies should be pruned to a height
of no less than six feet, and shrubs should be pruned to a height of no more than two feet.

»

Illumination and lighting is the single-most requested physical design modification in a park or
public space, and should be used to illuminate human activities and for physical security. Poor
lighting can influence abnormal behavior, particularly in parks and other public spaces. Lighting,
particularly in parks, should illuminate potential hiding places, movement paths, and escape
routes, and glare and light trespass should be avoided. Metal halides provide excellent color
rendering and increase witness potential.

»
»
»

Sense of ownership can be included under territorial control.
CPTED principles should be considered in the design of all public spaces and buildings.
National Institute of Crime Prevention is a good source: http://www.cptedtraining.net/

Citation for concepts of CPTED is Crowe, Timothy D. and Lawrence J. Fennelly. Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design. 3rd ed., Elsevier, 2013.
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»

A good maintenance plan allows for the continued care and use of a space for its originally
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DEFINING THE
ZONES OF THE
PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY
While it is important that the overall design for the public right of way is considered holistically,
there are identified zones within a right of way that have specific roles. By building the design
guidelines around these zones, it highlights the fact that each zone deserves equal attention and
contributes to the successful whole in the development of a successful public right of way.
The Right of way is composed of three zones:

»
»
»

The roadway zone (‘the street’)
The buffer zone (parking, bumpouts, drop-offs)
The pedestrian zone (the sidewalk)

PEDESTRIAN
ZONE

THE

THE

BUFFER

BUFFER

ZONE

ZONE

BUFFER
ZONE

ROADWAY ZONE

BUFFER
ZONE
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The vehicular zone includes the areas of the right of way that supports the movement of motor and
some non-motorized vehicles, such as bicycles.
The vehicular zone also includes other elements such as:

»
»
»

Medians
Crosswalk
Bike lanes

Median and Crosswalk

Crosswalk

Bike Lanes

Expansive road right of way with little in the way of non-vehicular infrastructure
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The buffer zone is the area between the pedestrian zone and vehicular zone. The buffer zone
occupies the area of the right of way which is where cars may park or buses and cars pull off for
boarding. In many cases, this zone is the point where there is interaction between the two other
zones, such as pedestrians entering or emerging from cars and buses.
In the context of complete streets, this zone includes elements such as:

»
»

Parking
Loading Zones

Parking

Loading Zones

»
»

Drop offs and lay bys
Bumpouts

Drop Offs & Lay Bys

Bumpouts

»
»

Bus Drop-Offs

Bus Drop-Offs
Green Infrastructure

Green Infrastructure

The buffer zone occupies the area of the right of way which is
where cars may park or buses and cars pull off for boarding.
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The pedestrian zone acts as the front porch to the city and each business and/or residence. This
zone extends from the back edge of the buffer zone to the edge of the street right of way. This
zone acts as the city’s largest public space and serves as the primary way that pedestrians make
their way through Center City Youngstown. In some instances, where sidewalk zones are larger
and coincide with restaurants, the space adjacent to the restaurant becomes an opportunity for
outdoor seating and dining.
The pedestrian zone within the right of way has two distinct sub-areas. The area along the street
where benches, bike racks, lights, etc. are located is defined as the amenity strip and the area
which is dedicated for walking is known as the walkway zone.

The pedestrian zone extends from the back of the curb to the face
of the buildings (edge of right of way).

Philadelphia, Center City
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The walkway zone is the area used by pedestrians as they move within the city. Not only does this
area have significant functional value, it provides the perception of energy and vibrancy within
Center City. Just as roadway expansions and improvements have historically enhanced travel for
motorists, superior sidewalk design can encourage walking by making it more attractive.
The walkway zone includes the following elements:

»
»

Paving Types
Walkway Widths and Treatment

Superior sidewalk design can encourage walking by making it more
attractive.
Indianapolis, Indiana
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The amenity strip is the sub area of the pedestrian zone where the elements that support pedestrian
activities are located.
The amenity zone includes the following elements:

SIGNAGE/
BANNERS

LIGHTING

BENCHES

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

STREET
TREES

RECEPTACLES

LANDSCAPE
BEDS

PARKING
METERS

BIKE RACKS

E. 22nd St., Cleveland, Ohio
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AMENITY STRIP
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Streetside planters create a lush landscaped buffer between the vehicular traffic and pedestrians East Chicago St.,
Elgin, Illinois

Expanded sidewalk area incorporating strategically
located parklets

Amenity strip, on-street parking, lighting, and public art
planters
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DESIGN
GUIDELINES
BY ZONE
Design guidelines identify best practices and this guide specifically targets high priority streets
within Center City that will maximize benefits to the community. This Design Guide presents an
array of best practices appropriate to the conditions in Center City, but as each project is developed,
it must be custom tailored to the specific context and conditions where it will be applied. For
example, there are many ways that bikes can be safely incorporated into the transportation network.
Choosing the correct guideline will respond to the specific bike traffic volumes, width of available
lanes, adjacent land uses, and other project specific conditions. In some conditions, a sharrow
marking indicating lane sharing may be the best solution, in other cases a dedicated bike lane will
work better.
In this chapter, the design guidelines for each of the common elements in the right of way zone are
presented. Design guidelines present an array of best practices that must be custom tailored to the
context and condition of each street. The design guide includes a summary matrix which indicates
which design guidelines apply to each street.
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SPEED LIMIT
Vehicular speeds play an important role in developing a Center City environment that encourages
human activity. It is recommended that within Center City , the speed limit be reduced from 35
MPH to 25 MPH. Evidence has consistently shown that reducing traffic speeds decreases the
likelihood and severity of crashes. Small reductions in speeds produce large increases in collision
survival rates, especially for bicyclists and pedestrians struck by moving vehicles. Lowering speeds
is a necessary step towards making pedestrians and cyclists feel safer on roads and sidewalks,
which in turn would support these transportation modalities and create more opportunities for
physical activity through walking and biking. Per the Ohio Revised Code, the City of Youngstown is
legally allowed to lower its speed limits within the municipal corporation limits to a minimum of
25MPH except on state routes and through highways, outside business districts. If the City wishes
to reduce a state route or through highway outside the business district below 35MPH, they need
to perform a speed survey in order justify the reduction to ODOT.
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Lane width determination is integral to the overall goals of the street, including pedestrian activity,
and other street-side treatments. The width allocated to lanes for motorists, buses, bikes, and other
city traffic is a critical aspect of creating a successful Center City environment. Lane widths are
defined by the striping on their outer edges that define the path of travel. In the following section,
the recommended guidance for lane widths for vehicle traffic, parking and bikes lanes are listed
in accordance with the National Association of Transportation Officials (NACTO). While NACTO and
AASHTO have similar guidance for lane widths, NACTO provides guidance specifically for urban areas.
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The vehicular lane width is the horizontal area dedicated to a single vehicle at any given time
within the right of way.

“Lanes greater than 11 feet should not be used as they may cause unintended speeding and
assume valuable right of way at the expense of other modes. This includes the use of wide
outside lanes for bicyclist accommodation. Wide outside lanes are not an effective means of
accommodating bicyclists in urban areas. It is well documented that narrowing lane widths
within an urban environment can manage vehicle speed without decreasing safety. If it is the
case that there is a major freight route passing through an urban street, the wider lane
should be always be located on the outside, next to the parking or sidewalk.”
Within Center City, both Boardman and Commerce Streets represent examples where lane widths
should be reduced. However certain areas along those streets should maintain a wider
outer lane due to the need for more frequent pick-up/drop off locations and larger vehicular traffic.

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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Vehicular Lanes
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CASE STUDY
Since June of 2014, staff members of the City of Youngstown, YSU REDI, and Eastgate have conducted
parking utilization studies on an annual basis that evaluate parking, specifically peak weekday on
and off-street parking usage in the design guide area. This process clearly identified that the quantity
of available parking in the Center City is substantial, though not easily identifiable to anyone unfamiliar
with navigating urban cores.
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Current off-street supply is

available off-street parking was
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indicating a vast oversupply of
On street parking is becoming

off-street parking.
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The greatest utilization was

evening and nighttime as City

found near City Hall and the

of paving,

Center becomes more active

City Hall Annex.

assuming each stall is 180 SQ. FT.

By calculating all off-street
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fully occupied and parking

Redevelopment Code, there

requirements prior to 2013
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would be

were in place, there would be an

A typical off-street surface

EXCESS OF
OVER 300 SPACES

parking space costs

6,485
available parking spaces
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The peak utilization for publicly

available at any given time.

(including proposed
demolitions 8/05/2014).

$780

to maintain annually (VTPI)

These parking utilization studies have collected the critical information needed to set strategic and efficient
parking policy to encourage further economic development and small business support for business,
entertainment, and recreation activities in the Center City. Due to the lack of absorption and high
vacancy, the parking utilization study recommends a revised public parking management system that
can satisfy these key ingredients for future parking strategies.
» Be more effective in meeting the Center City stakeholders needs
» Encourage greater turnover on front row parking spaces to give the opportunity for more patrons to park
» Offer a more user-friendly signage and payment system
» Current ordinances are dated, ill-referencing, and at times unenforceable.
» Parking problems are perceived and need to be addressed and amended.
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Six percent of the residents within the Center City Youngstown, do not own or operate vehicles.
Therefore, their primary means of transportation are bike, taxi, or transit. The transportation facilities
within Center City must support these alternate modes of transportation.
There are many ways to incorporate bike travel within urban areas. Bike facilities include dedicated bike
lanes, buffered bike lanes and sharrows. Dedicated bike lanes include both conventional and buffered
bike lanes. Sharrows are pavement markings that indicate lanes shared by bikes and motorized vehicles.

“There should be a continuous path of dedicated bike facilities that allow bicyclists, safe,
convenient, and effective movement throughout Center City. Special consideration should be
given at transit stops to manage bicycle and pedestrian interactions. Intersections are another
area where bikes may conflict with pedestrian and vehicular movements.“
AASHTO Bike standards provide more detailed information about bike facilities.

SHARROWS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS)
“Sharrows are road markings used to indicate a shared lane environment for bicycles and
automobiles. Among other benefits shared lane markings reinforce the legitimacy of bicycle
traffic on the street, recommend proper bicyclist positioning, and may be configured to offer
directional and wayfinding guidance. The shared lane marking is a pavement marking with a
variety of uses to support a complete bikeway network; it is not a facility type and should
not be considered a substitute for bike lanes, cycle tracks, or other separation treatments
where these types of facilities are otherwise warranted or space permits. The MUTCD outlines
guidance for shared lane markings in section 9C.07. “
Sharrows should be considered where:
» The speed differential between bicyclist and motorist travel speeds is very low
» Right of way dimension does not accommodate dedicated bike lanes
» There is a need to fill a gap in an otherwise continuous bike path or bike lane,
generally for a short distance.
» To designate movement and positioning of bicycles through intersections.
* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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»
»
»

Alert motor vehicle drivers to the potential presence of bicyclists.
Alert road users of the lateral position bicyclists are expected to occupy within the travel lane.
Demonstrate to increase the distance between bicyclists and parked cars, keeping bicyclists
out of the “door zone.”

»
»
»

Encourage safe passing by motorists. Require no additional street space.
Reduce the incidence of sidewalk riding.
Reduce the incidence of wrong-way bicycling.

There should be a continuous path of dedicated bike facilities
that allow bicyclists, safe, convenient, and effective movement
throughout Center City.

NACTO Graphic - Sharrows
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The benefits of utilizing sharrows are that they:

2

Bike lanes are most helpful on streets with:

»
»
»

Greater than 3,000 motor vehicle average daily traffic.
A posted speed greater than or equal to 25 mph.
High transit vehicle volume.

On streets with high traffic volume, regular truck traffic, high parking turnover, or speed limit
greater than 25 mph, consider buffered treatments that provide greater separation between
bicycles and other modes of transportation

Chicago, Illinois

Dedicated bike lanes should typically be placed to the right of vehicular travel and their
minimum recommended widths are as follows:

»
»

Adjacent to curb – 5’
Adjacent to parallel parking – 14’ (from face of curb to inner extent of bike line). This
allows room for a car door swing without endangering cyclists.

»

Adjacent to a vertical barrier greater than 6’ height – 7’

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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»
»
»
»
»

Youngstown’s Public Realm Guidelines

The benefits of conventional bike lanes are that they:
Enhance bicyclist comfort and confidence on busy streets.
Create separation between bicyclists and automobiles.
Add predictability of bicyclist and motorist positioning and interaction.
Increase total capacities of streets carrying mixed bicycle and motor vehicle traffic.
Visually remind motorists of bicyclists’ right to the street.

BUFFERED BIKE LANES
Buffered bike lanes are conventional bicycle lanes paired with a designated buffer space
separating the bicycle lane from the adjacent motor vehicle travel lane and/or parking lane.
A buffered bike lane is allowed as per MUTCD guidelines for buffered preferential lanes.

NACTO Graphic - Redirected bike lanes

With the impending redevelopment of the site for the amphitheater and park along Front Street
and adjacent to the Mahoning River, through streets will and vehicular curb cuts will be eliminated,
reducing the number of intersections. Front Street from South Avenue to the Spring Commons
Bridge is a prime example where an enhanced buffered bike lane should be considered.
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»
»
»

Anywhere a standard bike lane is being considered.
On streets with high travel speeds, high travel volumes, and/or high amounts of truck traffic.
On streets with additional area, such as extra lanes or extra lane width.

Benefits of buffered bike lanes

»
»

Provides greater shy distance between motor vehicles and bicyclists.
Provides space for bicyclists to pass another bicyclist without encroaching into the adjacent
motor vehicle travel lane.

»

Encourages bicyclists to ride outside of the door zone when buffer is between parked
cars and bike lane.

»

Provides a more space for bicycling without making the bike lane appear so wide that it
might be mistaken for a travel lane or a parking lane.

»
»

Appeals to a wider cross-section of bicycle users.
Encourages bicycling by contributing to the perception of safety among users of the
bicycle network.

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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Increase total capacities of streets carrying mixed bicycle and
motor vehicle traffic.

Milwaukee Ave., Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

Baltimore, Maryland
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Crosswalks are where pedestrians are legally allowed to cross the Center City streets. Pedestrian
crosswalks should be installed at all intersections and driveway crossings within Center City. In many
cases, additional pedestrian crossings are needed to accommodate the pre-existing pedestrian
traffic. For all street projects within Center City , pedestrian traffic should be audited as part of
the preliminary design process. The Ohio Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (OMUTCD)
provides guidelines for marking crosswalks as well as the standards for crossing improvements.
The OMUTCD should be used in combination with traffic analysis to establish the minimum design
standards. At a minimum, crosswalks must consist of two parallel lines perpendicular to the
direction of traffic and should be at least as wide as the walkways they connect.
Crosswalks are an important element in the streetscape environment, physically and visually
demarcating and connecting the pedestrian zones through the vehicular and buffer zones. The
continuation of the pedestrian zone as they extend across the parking and vehicular zones can
be accomplished not only by striping, but by using various paving materials and patterns that
tie together other streetscape pavement themes and materials. The more contrast between the
crosswalk and surrounding materials, the greater the visibility provided to the driver.
NACTO provides the following additional recommendations which should be considered requirements
for Center City.

»

Stripe all signalized crossings to reinforce yielding of vehicles turning during a green signal
phase. The majority of vehicle¬-pedestrian incidents involve a driver who is turning.

»

Stripe the crosswalk as wide as or wider than the walkway it connects to. This will ensure that
when two groups of people meet in the crosswalk, they can comfortably pass one another.

»
»

Crosswalks should be aligned as closely as possible with the pedestrian through zone.
High¬-visibility ladder, zebra, and continental crosswalk markings should be used if
decorative materials are not being considered.

»

Street lighting should be provided at all intersections, with additional care and emphasis
taken at and near crosswalks.

»

Accessible curb ramps are required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) at all
crosswalks.

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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Keep crossing distances as short as possible using tight corner radii, curb extensions, and
medians. Interim curb extensions may be incorporated using flexible posts and epoxied gravel.

»

An advanced stop bar should be located at least 8 feet in advance of the crosswalk to
reinforce yielding to pedestrians.

MID BLOCK CROSSINGS
It is typical for cross walks to be located at or very near vehicular intersections. This is the location
that presents the safest opportunity for vehicles and pedestrians to interact. It is not uncommon
for the location of a key destination (such as parks, bus stops, stadiums, and building entrances)
to drive crossing at other locations. In addition, mid-block crossings should be considered when
blocks are greater than 600’ in length.
Preliminarily, the locations where midblock crossings should be considered within Center City are:

»

Rayen Avenue

»

Fifth Avenue

(near the YSU stadium)

»

Hazel Street

»

»

Federal St.

(near 20 Federal building)

Commerce Street (near Tap House)
|||

|||
|||

|||
|||
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implementation:

»

Utilize vertical elements such as trees, land¬scaping, and overhead signage help to
identify crosswalks and islands to drivers.

»

Providing a clear line of sight in advance of a cross¬ walk makes pedestrians more visible
to motorists and cars more visible to pedestrians. This may be accomplished by restricting
parking and/or installing a curb extension.

»

Stop lines at midblock crossings should be set back 20–50 feet. This ensures that a person
crossing the street is visible to the second driver when the first driver is stopped at the stop line.

»

Stripe the crosswalk, regardless of the paving pattern or material. Otherwise, drivers are
not likely to see it, especially at night.

»
»

Medians or safety islands create a 2 stage crossing for pedestrians, which is easier and safer.
At key access points to parks, schools, and waterfronts, and at intersections with local
streets, raised crossings increase visibility, yielding behavior, and create a safer pedestrian
crossing environment.

»

At bus stops, enhanced crossing treatments or actuated signals should be added. Transit
stops should be located so that pedestrians cross behind the bus or transit vehicle. Farside
(of the intersection) stop placement is preferable to near side or midblock placement
and increases the visibility of pedestrians crossing behind the bus.

PEDESTRIAN SIGNALIZATION
Signalized pedestrian crossings are an important component of improving both pedestrian and
vehicular safety within Center City . At a minimum, pedestrian signalization should be installed
at all signalized vehicular intersections within the Center City and identified mid-block crossings.
Nearly 70 percent of pedestrian fatalities occur at midblock crossings are due to driver lack of
awareness and also because vehicle travel speeds are typically at their highest at the mid-block
location. To mitigate the safety issues associated with mid-block crossings, it is often appropriate
to install pedestrian oriented signalization.
* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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Guidance provided by NACTO provides the following recommendations for midblock crossing
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pedestrian notification technologies at mid-block crossings. There are typically two technologies
that are considered at mid-block crossings – HAWK Beacon and Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacon.

A HAWK BEACON (HIGH-INTENSITY ACTIVATED CROSSWALK BEACON)
A HAWK beacon is a traffic control device used to stop road traffic and allow pedestrians to
cross safely. It is officially known as a Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB). A HAWK is a pedestrian
activated warning device located on the roadside or on mast arms over midblock pedestrian
crossings. The beacon head consists of two red lenses above a single yellow lens. The beacon
head is “dark” until the pedestrian desires to cross the street. At this point, the pedestrian
will push an easy to reach button that activates the beacon. After displaying brief flashing
and steady yellow intervals, the device displays a steady red indication to drivers and a
“WALK” indication to pedestrians, allowing them to cross a major roadway while traffic is
stopped. After the pedestrian phase ends, the “WALK” indication changes to a flashing orange
hand to notify pedestrians that their clearance time is ending. The hybrid beacon displays
alternating flashing red lights to drivers while pedestrians finish their crossings before once
again going dark at the conclusion of the cycle.
It is important to note that if a second pedestrian arrives at the intersection immediately after the
first, the vehicular signals will complete a full cycle before the pedestrian signal can be re-activated.
This feature allows for safe pedestrian movement without the negative impacts of continually
interrupting traffic.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/10045/index.cfm

A RAPID RECTANGULAR FLASHING BEACON (RRFB)
An RRFB consists of two rapidly and alternately flashing rectangular yellow indications having
LED-array based pulsing light sources which functions as a warning beacon. To use this device,
a pedestrian should press the call button to activate the flashing lights. A pedestrian should wait a
few additional seconds to give motorists a chance to clear the intersection before crossing.
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/resources/techsum/fhwasa09009/
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There is data to show the increase in safety that results from utilizing advanced vehicular and
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Some communities still utilize paint for their crosswalks due to the significantly lower cost. Taking
into account long-term costs, other materials become a more practical option while providing the
added benefit of improving aesthetics and creating a unified approach to Center City Youngstown.
Within Center City, it is recommended that all major intersections have an enhanced treatment. In
addition to the perpendicular white bars that flank the crosswalk, it is recommended that a second
treatment be applied between the white bars.
The list below has the most commonly used crosswalk materials that have proven to stand up over
time in this climate. While there are additional materials on the market that can achieve similar
effects, the list below is comprised of the two treatments that are most cost effective over their
lifespan and provide the enhanced aesthetic that is required within Center City .

»
»

Stamped and colored concrete
Recessed thermoplastic paint

It is very important to consider maintenance impacts, particularly snow plowing when selecting
materials for crosswalks. Both of the above listed treatments have no impact on winter plowing.
Unit pavers and other “loose” materials can heave and provide an unintended obstruction for
plows. Except in areas dedicated for pedestrians or areas that will have specialized maintenance
provisions, unit pavers should be avoided.
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Within Center City, it is recommended that all major intersections
have an enhanced treatment. In addition to the perpendicular
white bars that flank the crosswalk, it is recommended that a
second treatment be applied between the white bars.

Roswell, Georgia
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Medians are a treatment within the vehicular zone that can serve multiple aesthetic and
functional purposes. It should be noted that medians used in place of paved turn lanes can have
a significant impact in short term and long-term costs. The reduced construction cost of a median
when compared to a center left–turn is a result of several factors. Planted medians allow natural
infiltration of water, thus reducing drainage and stormwater costs. Medians do not require a base
or asphalt. Curbing is essential in urban sections where medians are typically raised above the
level of the street.
While there is only minimal savings in cost to build a raised median compared to a center left–turn
lane, there is a significant savings in long-term operations and maintenance costs. An FDOT study
compared four miles of median versus center left–turn lane maintenance costs and found that
medians save an average of 40 percent on maintenance costs based on a 20–year roadway life.
More frequent resurfacing, such as every 7 to 9 years, would show much greater savings. During
the full life of the roadway asphalt, a raised median saves costs associated with sweeping
accumulated debris, repainting lines, replacing raised pavement markers, and resurfacing lanes.
The overall typical width of a median should match the standard traffic lane width (11’). If the
median extends beyond a 6” height, the median should be offset 18” inward. By offsetting the
median 18” above a 6” height, a vehicular buffer is created that prevents the body of vehicles
from hitting the higher portion of the median wall. Visual clear zones (between 2.5’ and 6’ above
street grade) must be maintained near corners and median openings
All medians within Center City should be landscaped with planted materials. The plant material
chosen for the medians should be selected from the city’s recommended plant list in Chapter 3.
All plant species for the medians will be selected for high salt tolerance, ease of maintenance,
four-season color (flowering, leaf color and texture, autumn color, and winter interest) and
texture characteristics.
If trees are proposed, the proper selection is critical because raised medians offer limited area
for root growth. There a limited number of recommended species that can tolerate the condition.
Turf, which requires mowing is not suitable for medians because equipment access is difficult
and growing conditions are challenging without irrigation.
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The median is a prominent element that can be used to:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Reduce perceived width of the vehicular zone
Break up the visual extent of hardscape
Provide refuge for pedestrians trying to cross through the vehicular zone
Function as a form of placemaking
Offers an alternate location for street signage, public art, and lighting
Establishes a focal point that calls attention to an important corridor

28th Ave. Connector, Nashville Tennessee
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ON-STREET PARKING
Within Center City Youngstown there is a substantial amount of on-street parking. In many
instances the on-street parking provided is back-in angled parking. Angled stalls present a
substantial safety concern by requiring drivers to back into oncoming traffic. While angled parking
can increase the city’s parking capacity by as much as 25% in some locations, it also consumes
valuable space within the right of way that could be used to support other modes of transportation,
such as bike lanes, bus drop offs, and laybys.
The city should look for opportunities to provide appropriate on-street parking as part of their
street infrastructure projects. With increasing development within the city, parking demand will
increase around the development. Nearby on-street parking can support the success of this new
investment. While surface lots within the city present large areas for high volume parking, in the
future the space may be better utilized for new development.

ON STREET PARKING LANES
On street parking (sometimes called street side parking) within Center City has a significant
impact on the perception of the environment. Parking provides convenient and direct access to
businesses and restaurants. It may be possible to increase the efficiency of parking in Center City
Youngstown by simply striping the parking spaces in the roadway, even where roadways are narrowed.
Parking lane widths accommodate on-street parking in support of local business and easy access
to other city amenities. The parking lane typically uses the space between the face of the curb
and extends to the most outer lane of traffic (bike or vehicular).

Parking lane widths of 7–9 feet are generally recommended. Cities are encouraged to demarcate
the parking lane to indicate to moving drivers how close they are to parked cars. In certain
cases, especially where loading and double parking are present, wide parking lanes (up to 15
feet) may be used. Wide parking lanes can serve multiple functions, including as industrial
loading zones or as an interim space for bicyclists.
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Center City, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

There are locations along Commerce and Front Street that due to the loading drop off locations,
a wider parking lane should be considered.
The dimensions of metered parking stalls are an important design consideration. The delineated
area of metered, parallel parking stalls corresponds to a payment area. Dimensions may vary, but
only slightly: An 8’ wide by 24’ long parking space provides good room for maneuvering. Parking
stalls at the ends of the block can be down-sized to 8’ wide by 17’-20’ long. Parking stalls at
the end of the block are also useful for rear or side-lift van accessible parking, where additional
space is often beneficial.
On-street parking locations should be carefully considered and use appropriate design elements
to avoid negative consequences, such as parked cars blocking access to crosswalks and impeding
sightlines for other users. The space that is dedicated to parking cannot be used for bike lanes.
The very presence of parking encourages driving; therefore, parking needs to be carefully managed
and incorporated into a larger Center City parking policy. One important management tool is
ensuring that on-street parking is properly priced through meters, kiosks, or residential parking
permits, wherever appropriate.
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Pearl District, Portland, Oregon

BUS STOPS
A well-used bus stop can offer additional benefits beyond transit access. An active bus stop creates
a node of activity, warranting an enhanced streetscape experience. All bus stops and bus stop
related amenities should be in conformance with WRTA standards.
Placement of bus stops is discussed in this section and bus shelters are discussed later in the
Amenity Zone Section of this chapter.
Bus stops are generally located at three different location along a street; near-side, far-side and
mid-block. Each location has particular advantages and disadvantages and must be evaluated
contextually. A matrix has been included in Appendix XX that captures the primary decision making
criteria when deciding on the appropriate bus stop location.
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»

Bus shelters should be provided for stops on routes with high boarding numbers.

»

Bus bulbs (extended curb bump outs with bus stop) should be applied where offset bus
lanes are provided, where merging into traffic is difficult, or where passengers need a
dedicated waiting area. Where applied, bus bulbs should be 40 feet long and at least
6-feet wide with no step to the sidewalk (based on a 40-foot bus). If there is a step to
the sidewalk, the bus bulb should be at least 10 feet in width or be designed to accom
modate the length of the wheelchair ramp used on most standard 40-foot buses.

»

If parking is not allowed on the street, a bus layby may be built into the sidewalk so that
the bus pulls out of traffic. This should only be considered in locations with wide enough
sidewalks to accommodate the layby without restricting the pedestrian zone, and where
the bus will not be delayed substantially by pulling back into traffic.

»

Information provided to riders at a bus or transit stop should include an agency logo or
visual marker, station name, route map, and schedule. Bus stops should include a system
and/or route map and schedule on the bus shelter or other street furniture.

»

Adequate lighting should be installed around bus stops and shelters to ensure personal
safety and security.

»

The vast majority of bus stops are located at intersections. In many states, access
management guidelines ban driveways within 100–300 feet of an intersection, depending
on whether the intersection is signalized or un-signalized, as well as the roadway’s speed
limit. If access management guidelines are enforced actively and retroactively, passengers
can be spared waiting in driveways for the bus.

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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stop location. If standard asphalt is used in the stop location, there is a high likelihood the
deformation will occur over time. The force and friction of the bus stopping and starting will
cause the flexible pavement to buckle and shift. A bus pad is typically constructed of reinforced
concrete greater than 8” in thickness. In all situations it is imperative that the installation of a
bus stop does not interfere with providing a fully accessible streetscape.

»

Bus pads should be at least 8.5 feet wide to accommodate both wheels of a bus, but
should be wider at locations without precision loading, to provide a consistent surface
when the bus does not pull fully to the curb.

»

At in-lane stops, the bus pad should extend across the full width of the lane, and end on
the lane line.

»

At pull-out stops where the bus crosses a bike lane, the concrete bus pad should end at
either the right edge of the bike lane or the left edge of the bike lane (including its full
width), to prevent the creation of a longitudinal seam within the bike lane. Where bikes
pass stopped buses, as on shared bus-bike lanes, bus pads should be provided across
the full width of the lane to provide a level surface to both buses and bikes.

»

At curbside pull-out stops, bus pads should be provided for the full length of the clear
curb zone, ending before reaching the crosswalk.

»

At in-lane stops, bus pad length should be determined based on the length of the full
bus zone. The ideal length of a comparable pull-out stop (with the same bus vehicle
length and number of berths) can be used to determine the length of the bus pad.

»

Bus pads should end before the crosswalk to prevent lateral or longitudinal pavement
seams in the crosswalk. If a bus pad must be extended into the crosswalk, it should
extend across the full width of the crosswalk to prevent wheelchairs from encountering
seams between concrete and asphalt.

* Inset, italicized text is taken from the NACTO guidelines
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An active bus stop creates a node of activity and which can often
warrant an enhanced streetscape experience.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Bus stops are generally
located at three different
location along a street;
near-side, far-side and
mid-block.

Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
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Bus bumpouts are curb extensions that align a bus stop with the outside edge of the parking
lane, allowing buses to stop and board passengers without ever leaving (or merging in and out
of ) the travel lane. Bus bumpouts allow bus traffic to move more smoothly and more reliably by
avoiding time spent merging in and out of traffic.

»

Bus bumpouts have a desired length of the equivalent of two buses for a route with
frequent service (e.g., 140 feet for two articulated buses). Routes with less frequent service
may have the length of one bus from the front of the vehicle to the back door (e.g., 30
feet). The width should reflect the need for maneuvering and accommodation of bus
shelters, at least 6 feet but preferably 8–10 feet.

»

A bus bumpout should be roughly equal to the width of the parking lane with a return
angle of 45 degrees

»

The city should work with WRTA to determine the clear width necessary to deploy a
wheelchair accessible lift onto the bus bumpout.

A bus bumpout should be roughly equal to the width of the
parking lane with a return angle of 45 degrees.

NACTO Graphic - Transit Stop Zone
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Bump-outs (also known as curb extensions or neckdowns) are an expansion of the curb line into
the adjacent roadway (typically a parking lane) either at a corner or mid–block. Bumpouts visually
and physically narrow the roadway which offers many benefits:

West Jefferson, North Carolina

For vehicles:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Narrowing the roadway both physically and visually
Slowing turning vehicles
Shortening crossing distance and reducing potential conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians
Can discourage illegal parking in front of hydrants
Can discourage truck turns onto local streets
Enclosing parking lanes so they do not extend to the intersection where the same space may
also function as turn lanes, creating conflicts.
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»

Making pedestrians more visible to drivers by aligning them with the parking lane and reducing
the crossing distance for pedestrians.

»
»

Highlighting the presence of the crosswalk and discouraging illegal parking within crosswalk
Providing additional pedestrian space, which can help reduce crowding at bus stops and for
queueing at crossings

»

Enlarging the available space for street furniture, benches, plantings, and street trees.
Bumpouts have multiple applications and may be segmented into various sub-categories,
ranging from traffic calming to bus bulbs and mid-block crossings. Two bump-outs can be
located on either side of a street to create a speed reducing “choker”.

Bumpouts may be implemented in Center City , neighborhood, and residential streets, large and small.

Silverton, Oregon
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Montpelier, Vermont

Portland, Oregon

Lakewood, Ohio

While there are a number of different types of green infrastructure techniques, bioretention basins
are the most likely stormwater management practice to be applied within the right of way.
Bioretention basins are vegetated, landscaped depressions designed to capture, treat, and infiltrate
stormwater runoff as it moves down grade. They are typically sized to treat the water quality
event, also known as the “first flush,” which is the first and often most polluted volume of water
resulting from a storm event. Within the right of way, streetside bioretention areas are the most
effective type of green infrastructure facility in slowing runoff velocity and cleaning water while
recharging groundwater. They have flexible siting requirements, allowing them to be integrated
with medians, bumpouts, and other public space or traffic calming strategies.
Streetside bioretrention must be planned and designed in coordination with the stormsewer
network. In some instances within Center City (ex. Fifth Avenue) a separate storm sewer can be
installed in combination with bioretention areas to entirely remove a certain drainage area from
the combined sewer network.
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challenges for the installation of streetside green infrastructure. If this is the case, an alternative
and highly effective solution is utilizing vacant property as larger consolidated bioretention areas.
Placing green infrastructure on vacant lots that are adjacent to street infrastructure projects
could offer several important benefits to Center City:

»
»
»
»
»

Vacant lot beautification
Consolidated maintenance
Increased stormwater capacity
Utility avoidance
Creation of urban greenspace/pocket parks

Bioretention areas must have an inlet where the water can enter from the street or sidewalk. It
is highly recommended that at this point there is a structure that can filter out the large debris
and act as a forebay. The addition of this structure can drastically reduce long-term maintenance
especially if the structure is designed so that it can easily be scooped out. Another important
function of the forebay is to dissipate the incoming water’s energy and reduce the potential for
erosive action.
Selection of the appropriate fill soil media for a bioretention area is important to ensure adequate
drainage and filtration, reduce pollutant loads, and support plant growth.
The following mix for a bioretention soil media, or fill-soil mix has been found to work best:

»
»
»
»
»

85 to 88 percent sand. Washed, medium sand is sufficient.
8 to 12 percent fines. Fines include both clay and silt.
12% to obtain 1 in/hr infiltration rate for nitrogen removal
8% to obtain 2 in/hr infiltration rate for phosphorus, metal, and other pollutant removal
3 to 5 percent organic matter. Pine bark fines have been successfully used.

The soil should be placed to a depth of 2’ below grade with an additional 6” layer of pea gravel
stone below to serve as a filter layer. Each basin should have an overflow riser pipe that ties
back into the storm sewer and serves to prevent water from flowing back onto the street or out
onto the sidewalk if there is a major rain event or if an area becomes clogged.
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should be installed 18” below grade. The underdrain will be set high enough to allow for infiltration
below the pipe and allow water to release back into the storm sewer once it reaches the
underdrain elevation. The underdrain also prevents the soils in the upper portion of the planting
area from remaining too saturated. If the upper levels of the soil are too wet, it will not properly
support plant growth.
The surface of the bioretention should be planted and topped with three inches of triple shredded
hardwood mulch. The mulch holds in moisture but also acts as a critical part of the system,
collecting the suspended debris within the runoff. The mulch should be replaced annually.
The Ohio Rainwater Manual provides more details about bioretention basins, their use and design.
Maintenance agreements are necessary to establish responsibility for the upkeep of the facility.
Agreements may be secured through a specific city agency, neighborhood or business association,
or be assumed by the adjacent business or property owner.

Edinburgh, Scotland

Chicago, Illinois

Indianapolis, Indiana
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Depending on the existing soil makeup beneath the bioretention area, a perforated underdrain
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The pedestrian zone within the right of way has two distinct sub-areas. The area which is dedicated
for walking is known as the walkway zone and the area where benches, bike racks, lights, etc. are
located is defined as the amenity strip. The widths and guidance for each different area is discussed
on the following pages but there will always be a push and pull between the two sub areas of the
pedestrian zone. The two areas need to support each other and the many activities that move between them.

NACTO Graphic - Pedestrian Zone
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The area which is dedicated for walking is known as the walkway
zone and the area where benches, bike racks, lights, etc. are
located is defined as the amenity strip.

Boston, Massachusetts
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SIDEWALKS WIDTHS AND PAVING
ADA dictates a minimum width for sidewalks. It must be four feet of clear travel path without
obstructions. It is recommended that within Center City, especially where business and restaurants
are present, the standard width should be no less than seven feet.
Where sidewalks exceed 12 feet, there is adequate room for outdoor dining, seating or other elements
along the building frontage. The most prominent example of this currently is along Federal Street
between Chestnut and Walnut. If outdoor dining becomes more prevalent within the city, it would
be advisable to add a third sub-area to the pedestrian zone in the area in front of the buildings,
which could be dedicated for outdoor uses by the ground floor business. Sidewalk dining is a
typical use in this area, but retail display is a possibility. The guidelines for this area would address
the public/private relationships and investments necessary to establish outdoor dining and retail.
Where a narrow sidewalk exists along a street with no buffer zone or amenity strip, if there is
adequate space, it is recommended that an additional 2 feet be added to the sidewalk to provide
a vehicular buffer area. If Phelps Street between Lincoln and Rayen is going to maintain its current
configuration (two-way traffic with a single parking lane) a vehicular buffer in the form of a sidewalk
should be considered along the east side of the street.
Within Center City, the walkway zone should always:

»

Be fully compliant with ADA standards (with the exception of existing streets that have
longitudinal slopes that exceed the requirements)

»
»
»
»
»

Provide a consistent and slip resistant surface
Have no vertical or horizontal obstructions
Maintain their grade through driveway zones
Have a minimum width of 7 feet
Be comprised of 4 inch thick, reinforced concrete

There is an endless list of potential materials that could be used for sidewalk construction and it
is very important that the most durable materials are chosen. Concrete sidewalks typically have
a city lifespan of 25 years. The longevity of concrete makes it hard to dismiss. Concrete and brick
pavers can be occasionally used but require more intense maintenance and are typically more
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a standard concrete finish. Scoring and jointing and texturing can be a lower cost way to create a
unique statement with a concrete sidewalk. A scoring pattern or tooled joint creates a repetitive
pattern that is distinct and dominant when seen over a long distance. Saw cut joints are more
common, however they can be difficult to execute near buildings or other vertical obstructions.
The recommended standard treatment for the walkway surface within Center City is a broom
swept finish perpendicular to the roadway with a 2 inch window box edging. The control joints
should be placed at 5’ on center and run perpendicular to the roadway.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In Center City, the amenity strip should be paved and the layout and spacing of the amenities
should be carefully composed so that it does not become cluttered in appearance. There are many
considerations that need to be addressed when establishing the type, location, and quantity of design
elements within the amenity zone and these are discussed below.
It is important to account for the adjacent use along the amenity strip. When the amenity strip is
adjacent to a travel lane, vertical elements should be set back a minimum of 18” from the face of
curb. If adjacent to on-street, parallel parking, it is recommended that a minimum of three (3) feet
of clearance is provided between the face of curb and the center line of the proposed amenity.
This allows for a clear zone allowing car doors to be unobstructed.
Elements within the amenity strip need to be coordinated so they will not block on-street parking
or driveways and disrupt the sightlines of drivers and pedestrians.

SURFACE TREATMENT
It is recommended that in Center City areas, the amenity strip should be set off from the sidewalk zone by having a distinct surface treatment that distinguishes it from the walkway zone and
provides an aesthetic accent within the overall streetscape design.
This treatment can be developed with many suitable materials such as:

»
»
»

Clay Pavers
Concrete Pavers
Colored and Stamped Concrete

The recommended material within Center City is a clay paver with a chamfered edge. Special
conditions may require or allow for the use of one or more of the other materials listed above.
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It is recommended that in
Center City areas, the amenity
strip should be set off from the
sidewalk zone by having a
distinct surface treatment that
distinguishes it from the
walkway zone and provides an
aesthetic accent within the
overall streetscape design.

Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

E. 22nd St., Cleveland, Ohio
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Within Center City, the width of the amenity strip is dependent on the type of elements that will
be placed within them. For amenity strips that do not have landscaping beds or trees, the minimum,
recommended width should be 4’. For amenity strips that do have landscaping or trees, the
minimum width is 5’.

BUS SHELTERS
No matter how the shelter is placed, all shelters must meet both local jurisdictional accessibility
requirements and DOT’s 2006 ADA Standards as listed below:

»

Maintain Clear Floor or Ground Space within Shelter: Provide a minimum clear floor or
ground space of 30 x 48 inches, entirely within the shelter to accommodate wheelchair users.
Figure 4-10 illustrates these dimensions. COTA’s standard shelter is designed for a forward
approach to the Clear Floor or Ground Space. However, other shelter designs may accommodate
parallel approaches.

»

Include an ADA Landing Pad: When constructing a bus stop with a shelter, a 60 x 96 inch
landing pad that is clear of obstructions must also be built. See the section above for more
details about the ADA landing pad.

»

Connect Shelter to ADA Landing Pad and Sidewalk Network: Connect the shelter to the ADA
landing pad and the sidewalk network via an accessible route.

All bus stops and bus stop related amenities should be in conformance with WRTA standards.
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NACTO Graphic - Bus Stop Elements

Canton, Ohio
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The coordination of existing and proposed underground utilities is an important consideration
when planning and designing elements within the amenity strip. For most urban environments,
there are numerous existing utilities (storm and/or sanitary sewer, water, gas, electric, etc.) that
are often located near the curb line of older streets. In some cases, the utilities location can be
avoided or they are at a depth that does not impact the proposed design. In situations where
deeper excavation is required (tree plantings, light pole foundations, etc.), utility relocations
or other accommodations will need to be made. If extensive improvements are being considered
in an area where underground utilities exist, there are services that can be engaged to provide
precise dimensional information by using sonar locating systems.

PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS, STREET LIGHTS, AND UTILITY POLES
Pedestrian lights and poles for utilities and street lights are located within the amenity strip.
Ohio Edison is the owner of the street lights within Center City and therefore the materials and
recommendations within this guide should be reviewed with their engineering department. In
section four of this document, decorative pedestrian lights are being proposed as the new standard
within Center City . If the City accepts the new standard it will be important that Ohio Edison is
willing to adopt this more decorative pole as one of their accepted standards. It is not
unconventional for utilities to have a small selection of styles with one or two having a more
enhanced aesthetic.
Pedestrian scale lights within Center City enhance the street character while also providing a
safer environment. Pedestrian lights should be placed along the center line of the other elements
within that zone. The fixtures should be carefully selected to limit light pollution and casting
light into the upper floors of adjacent residential buildings. Pedestrian lights must be coordinated
with tree locations and are typically located at the center point between tree plantings. It is also
important to coordinate the light location to avoid conflicts with on-street parking, driveways
and the associated sight lines.
LED fixtures have become widely available and are now the industry standard due to their ability
to reduce long term maintenance and reduce energy demand. It is recommended the Center City
adopt universal LED fixtures for both vehicular and pedestrian lighting.
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Pedestrian/bollard lighting

Pedestrian lighting/landscaping

Amenity and Pedestrian Zone

Utliization of the amenity and pedestrian zone for business activation

Avoiding light pollution

Pedestrian Street Lights

Amenity Zone
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Benches within Center City encourage people to extend their time in and around the nodes of activity.
They also provide a place where the less able bodies can rest, increasing their ability to travel on
foot through the Center City.
Benches within the amenity strip should be oriented to face the edge of the right of way (the building
face) or be perpendicular to the right of way. The orientation can respond to the amount of space
within the amenity strip. For safety and aesthetic reasons, benches should not face the street. The
placement of benches should be strategically located near nodes of activity and closer to intersections.
It is recommended that an arm rest be provided at the mid-point of the bench length to discourage
sleeping and lying down on the benches. All benches should have backs to support a diverse set of
users.
Too many benches within Center City will have a negative impact, creating the perception of emptiness
or unused space while also unnecessarily increasing costs.

The placement of benches should be strategically located near
nodes of activity and closer to intersections.

Placement Matters - Bench
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TRASH RECEPTACLES
Trash receptacles are an important and practical streetscape element that supports the long-term
appearance and viability of a successful Center City. Similar to other elements within the amenity
strip, the receptacles should be placed along the element center line and coordinated with adjacent
amenities and uses (parking, bus stops, etc.). While it is tempting to provide frequent trash receptacles
at regular intervals along the street, the placement should be much more targeted. An oversupply
of trash receptacles increases maintenance and creates unnecessary clutter. Trash receptacles
should be located near the end of the street, street crossings, transit stops, outdoor dining or carry-out
style dining (coffee shops, delis, convenience stores, etc.). The selection of trash receptacles should
take into account frequency and the type of maintenance. The size and capacity of receptacles
should be coordinated with the frequency of trash removal. See page 128 for more information.
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Bicycle racks welcome bike use in Center City and support the use of bicycle facilities that pass
welcoming destinations within the city.
Their location is dictated by adjacent uses and the relative location of everyday destinations.
Bicycle racks are a priority near major bus and transit stations.
Bicycle racks are typically placed along the center line of the amenity strip. If a bus stop
consists of a bumpout it is appropriate to locate the bicycle racks within that transit waiting
area. Bike racks that hold multiple bikes are not recommended as they typically lead to
congestion, tire damage, and a cluttered appearance. All bike rack locations should be well lit
to provide safe access at all hours.
Bike racks should allow for two points of contact with the bicycle frame. The standard inverted
U-frame rack is the most effective however there are variations of that design with the same
functionality while providing a greater aesthetic quality. If multiple bicycle racks are installed
in one location, there should be three (3) feet of open space in all directions around each rack.
When installed for a specific destination, the racks should be less than 50’ from that location.

Conventional bike racks
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On-street parking is a key component to promoting commercial nodes and overall economic
development within Center City. Today Youngstown charges for the use of on street parking via
traditional parking meters. Although on-street meters can be an effective revenue collection system,
they have the potential negative aspect of creating physical obstructions and adding visual clutter
to the amenity strip.
A number of factors play into selecting the appropriate metering method. For some cities, the cost
of installing, maintaining, and collecting a system can outweigh the revenue and benefits. It is
recommended that the city perform an analysis of their current parking system to determine the
most effective and efficient system.
The location of parking meters was once dictated by the location and configuration of on-street
parking, with one meter per stall or two meters supporting two stalls. Today there a wide variety of
systems in place, some of these provide a common pay station that supports many stalls.
There have been recent and significant developments with parking management technology.
Some common on-street parking metering techniques include:

»
»
»

Web-Based Systems
Consolidated Digital Parking Kiosks
Two-headed Traditional Parking Meters
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CASE STUDY
Recent community surveys have indicated that patrons, residents, and employees of Center City
would prefer a blend of on and off-street parking, equipped with residential parking permits
(RPP) and metered parking with smart phone payment and tracking capabilities.
According to parking experts Donald Shoup and Douglas Kolozsvari, (http://shoup.bol.ucla.edu/
SmallChange.pdf), in their joint publication, “Turning Small Change into Big Changes, common
parking meter perception leads to,

“The idea that the money one puts into a parking meter seems to vanish into thin air. No one
knows where the money goes, and everyone would rather park free, so politicians find it easier
to require ample off-street parking than to charge market prices at meters. But if each
neighborhood could keep all the parking revenue it generates, a powerful new constituency
would emerge— the neighborhoods that receive the revenue. Cities can change the politics of
parking if they earmark parking revenue for public improvements in the metered neighborhoods.
Consider an older business district where few stores have off-street parking, and vacant curb
spaces are hard to find. Cruising for curb parking congests the streets, and everyone complains
about a parking shortage. Parking meters would create a few curb vacancies, and these vacancies
would attract customers willing to pay for parking if they don’t have to spend time hunting for it.
Nevertheless, merchants fear that charging for parking would keep some customers away. Suppose
in this case the city promises to use all of the district’s meter revenue to pay for public
amenities that can attract customers, such as cleaning the sidewalks, planting, street trees,
putting overhead utility wires underground, improving store facades, and ensuring security. Using
curb-parking revenue to improve the metered area can therefore create a strong local interest in
charging the right price for curb parking.
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The right price for curb parking is the lowest price that keeps a few spaces available to allow
just as reducing the price of anything else in short supply cannot increase its sales. A below
-market price for curb parking simply leads to cruising and congestion. The goal of pricing is
to produce a few vacant spaces so that drivers can find places to park near their destinations.
Having a few parking spaces vacant is like having inventory in a store, and everyone understands
that customers avoid stores that never have what they want in stock. The city should reduce the
price of curb parking if there are too many vacancies (the inventory is excessive), and increase it
if there are too few (the shelves are bare). Underpricing curb parking cannot increase the number
of cars parked at the curb because it cannot increase the number of spaces available. What
underpricing can do, however, and what it does do, is create a parking shortage that keeps potential
customers away. If it takes only five minutes to drive somewhere else, why spend fifteen cruising
for parking? Short-term parkers are less sensitive to the price of parking than to the time it takes
to find a vacant space. Therefore, charging enough to create a few curb vacancies can attract
customers who would rather pay for parking than not be able to find it. And spending the meter
revenue for public improvements can attract even more customers.”

T2 Unifi Parking Management Platform - Unit – Luke II
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convenient access. If no curb spaces are available, reducing their price cannot attract more customers,
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Street trees should be considered for all Center City street infrastructure projects. Tree plantings
provide an important value to the Center City environment in the form of the following benefits:

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Reduced traffic speeds and pedestrian safety
Reduced drainage infrastructure
Reduced sidewalk temperature by up to 15 degrees
Reduced air temperature of up to five (5) degrees within Center City
Increased residential and business property value (up to 25%)
Increase in business activity (up to 12%)
Increased life of asphalt (heat reduction decreases summer time pavement expansion and
contraction)
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street trees in Center City. If not designed and installed properly, street trees can become a costly
maintenance problem. The use of tree grates within Center City is not recommended due to the
cost, added long-term maintenance, and the potential negative impact on tree health if not
properly maintained.
The selection of tree species is based on the adjacent activities as well as the physical context.
The selection of trees within Center City Youngstown should consider the following:

»
»
»
»

Overhead utilities
Street traffic (vehicle type)
Proximity to building façade
Access to natural light

The spacing of trees will largely be based on the species as well as the need to avoid conflicts
with driveways, bus stops, intersections and other streetscape elements. To preserve necessary
sight lines, trees should never be planted closer than 25’ to an intersection. The trees that are
selected for planting should have high branching characteristics in order to (greater than 6’) to
maintain visual connections between the vehicular and pedestrian zone.
Street trees should typically be located at the same grade as the sidewalk or with a small gently
upturned curb. When street trees are incorporated with landscape beds, it is recommended to
raise the bed by six inches to discourage pedestrian cut-through activity and reduce damage to
the smaller plant material.
Providing the proper growing condition for street trees is critical to their long-term success and
protection of the city’s investment. Tree pits along the street should have a minimum width of 4’
and a minimum length of 6’. The existing material below the street should be removed to a depth
of 3’ and replaced with the proper planting medium.
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Proper species selection, adequate root zones, and maintenance are the keys to the success of

2

»
»
»

50% topsoil (by volume)
30-40% sand (by volume)
10-20% organic mulch (by volume)

On the surface, a 3” layer of triple shredded hardwood
mulch should be applied over the surface area. The
mulch is important for containing moisture for the tree.

Proper species selection, adequate root zones, and maintenance
are the keys to the successful street trees in urban areas.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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The proper planting soil should consist of:

2

should be considered. Nearly all urban trees desire more growing volume than what is typically
allotted in an urban planting condition.
Creating conditions where tree roots can extend under the sidewalk allows them to thrive and
also prevents sidewalk heaving resulting from root growth. Because sidewalks and other elements
adjacent to tree planting areas require a structural subgrade, a particular type of material is
needed to fulfill both tree growth requirements as well as the structural sub grade needs. There
are numerous products on the market that achieve the goals discussed above. One prominent
and well documented product that can be sourced locally is CU Soil. CU soil is comprised of ½”¾” angular washed stone and loamy soil with 20% minimum clay content.
http://www.hort.cornell.edu/uhi/outreach/pdfs/CU-Structural%20Soil%20-%20A%20Comprehensive%20Guide.pdf
Silva Cell is another reputable and well documented product that can provide similar benefits.
Silva cell is a modular plastic soil containment and structural system that transfers the above-grade
structural load to a compacted subgrade while leaving a non-compacted root zone of two to
three feet.
http://www.deeproot.com/products/silva-cell/landing-page/silva-cell-2/overview
No matter how trees are planted, it is critical that they are maintained. Trees require annual
maintenance in order to be sustainable. While a regular maintenance program is required, it is
important to recognize the management of the urban trees in the event of storms. Tree maintenance
not only serves the health of the tree but also the safety of those within the public space (cars,
pedestrians, bikes, etc.).
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Although the minimum open surface size of the planting pit is 4’ X 6’, a larger underground system

2

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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At a minimum, Center City trees should receive maintenance in the following circumstances:
Trees have crossing branches, weak branch unions, or other defects
Branches are dead, dying, decayed, or hazardous
Lower branches interfere with people or vehicles, or block visibility of signs
Branches are growing into buildings or utility wires
Limbs have been broken by storms
Trees have grown too large and might injure people or damage property
Tree canopies should be pruned to a height of no less than six feet, and shrubs should be
pruned to a height of no more than two feet
The collaboration between the United State Department of Agriculture, US Forest Service, and
the Forest Service Northeastern Area State and Private Forestry provides the most widely accepted
guide for tree pruning and can be accessed at the following location.
http://na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/howtos/ht_prune/htprune-rev-2012-screen.pdf

LANDSCAPE BEDS
Landscaped beds can visually change the appearance and texture of Center City by adding the
seasonal color and texture of plants to enliven areas of pavement. Well-designed landscaping has
positive impacts on quality of life and contributes to the creation of a distinct and welcoming a
sense of place.
Landscape beds should be placed in special areas to focus attention towards a specific activity,
area or corridor. The use of landscape beds also requires the follow-up maintenance, so their use
and size should take this requirement into account.

Landscape beds in tandem with signage and fire hydrant

Landscape bed placed at intersection
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Curb ramps and detectable warning strips are a key component to providing universal access.
They enable persons of all abilities to navigate between sidewalks and streets at dedicated
pedestrian crossing areas. Detectable warning strips provide advanced warning of the intersection
and roadway crossing for the visually impaired.
Curb ramps and detectable warning strips must be provided at all marked pedestrian crossings
within Center City. The center line of the curb ramps must align with the center of the dedicated
crosswalk. If existing curb ramps do not meet these criteria, they should be replaced in accordance
with this design guide. The physical dimensions and slopes should be in accordance with the
latest American with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. Per ADA guidelines, the detectable warning
strip must extend the full width of the curb ramp.
There are a variety of materials that work well in this climate for the detectable warning strips:

»
»
»

Weathering Steel
Stainless Steel
Concrete Forms

Purposely excluded from the list above are plastic detectable warning strips. While they are typically
the most common, they are a cause of increased long-term maintenance and are known to have
a short life-span. The material selection should be based on both aesthetic consistency and
long-term maintenance.

Multiple detectable warning strips/concrete

Approach-only warning strip
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Wayfinding is both functional and aesthetic, telling the story of a place and providing direction
with landmarks and signage. It plays an important role in placemaking, establishing the first
impression and the look and feel of a neighborhood or district. For this reason, it is tightly linked
with economic development benefits.
The use of banner program, gateway features, district totems, wayfinding kiosks, and street sign
enhancements, provide a placemaking framework that is supported by the other elements within
the streetscape. Many wayfinding elements are installed within the amenity strip and often signage
elements are placed near street intersections where they are visible to a greater number of people.
Banner programs should be coordinated with and attached to the pedestrian or vehicular street
lighting to avoid duplicative vertical structures within the right of way.
Independent of these guidelines, Guide Studio has developed a wayfinding framework for
Youngstown which provides guidance for wayfinding and signage for Center City.
Guide Studio report

E. 4th St., Cleveland, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio
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SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING

2
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Lakewood, Ohio

E. 22nd St., Cleveland, Ohio

Ohio City, Cleveland, Ohio

Northfield, Minnesota

Educational signage/plantings, public art, historic markers, and other amenities that benefit from details and information
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As a result of multiple stakeholder and steering committee meetings, the City identified eight (8)
streets that will be a part of the next wave of transportation infrastructure within Center City. Based
on public feedback as well as the city’s vision to create a sustainable transportation system, the
forthcoming infrastructure projects will be developed with the intent of applying the methodology
and standards identified within this design guide to create a multi-modal tightly woven network
that begins to create a thematic consistency across Center City.
As a supplemental resource, a comprehensive pre-populated matrix tool has been developed for
the city’s use in helping define any new roadway infrastructure project within the city. The matrix
breaks down the street into typical sections and provides a pre-defined list of widths and material
options for each of the zones identified within this design guide.
Typical sections that begin to broadly identify how the existing streets will be reconfigured are included
within this chapter.
The streets that have been identified as the priority infrastructure projects include:

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Commerce Street (East of Walnut)
Commerce Street (West of Walnut)
Federal Street
Fifth Avenue
Fifth Avenue (North of 422)
Front Street
Mahoning Avenue
Park Avenue
Phelps
Rayen Avenue
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Typical Sections & Development Matrix

Street Overview

YOUNGSTOWN PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDE - TYPICA

PLANNED PROJECTS LEGEND
Commerce Street
Federal Street
Fifth Avenue
Front Street
Mahoning Avenue
Park Avenue
Phelps Street
Rayen Avenue
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Commerce Street - West of YOUNGSTOWN
Walnut PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDE - TYPICAL SEC
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Section Notes

COMMERCE (WEST OF WALNUT) - TYPICAL SEC

1. Traffic lanes will be narrowed and re-striped as a shared lane.
2. Sharrows will support bike connection between 5th and South Ave.
3. Parking lanes will be narrowed.
4. Street trees and lighting will be added within the amenity strip.
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Commerce Street Rendering
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Commerce Street - East ofYOUNGSTOWN
Walnut PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDE - TYPICAL SECTION
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PROPOSED W/ AMENITY STRIP (LOOKING NORTH/WEST)

Section Notes

COMMERCE (EAST OF WALNUT) - TYPICAL SECTION

1. East portion of Commerce will include 5’ bike dedicated lanes.
2. Support bike continuity between 5th Ave. and South Avenue.
3. On-street parking is not incorporated due to building setbacks.
4. Median will reduce perception of expansive vehicular zone.
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YOUNGSTOWN PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDE - TYPICAL SECTIONS
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Section Notes

FEDERAL STREET - TYPICAL SECTIONS

1. Angled parking will be eliminated to improve safety and increase sace for the pedestrian zone,
outdoor dining, shopping, etc.
2. Landscape bumpouts incorporated for parking protection and shortened pedestrian crossings.
3. Dedicated bike lanes added inside parallel parking to support bicycle connection from South Ave.
to Spring Commons Bridge.
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Fifth Avenue
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Section Notes
1. Remove two traffic lanes and replace with dedicated bike lanes and turn lane/median.
2. Widened sidewalks along the campus side of Fifth Avenue.

FIFTH AVENUE -TYPICAL SECTION

3. Dedicated bike lanes to support connection between YSU campus, downtown, and Metroparks.
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Fifth Avenue - North of 422
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Section Notes
1. Remove two traffic lanes north of 422.
2. Expanded walk and dedicated bike lanes to support pedestrian and bike connection from
downtown and YSU to Mercy Health.

FIFTH AVENUE (NORTH OF 42

3. Landscaped median and street trees reinforce the significance of Fifth Ave. as a gateway and
major arterial.
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Mahoning Avenue
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Section Notes
1. Removal of one traffic lane.
2. Buffered bike lanes to support bike connection to Metroparks.
3. Protected bike lanes for higher speed traffic.
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Typical Sections & Development Matrix

Mahoning Avenue Rendering
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Section Notes
1. Remove two vehicular traffic lanes.
2. Bidirectional and buffered bike lane to support recreational connection along the Amphitheater
and to the Metroparks.
3. Added on-street parking along north side.
4. On-street parking lane to transition to landscaped bumpout at east end near courthouse.
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Section Notes
1. Reduced width of travel lanes/gutter.
2. Dedicated bike lanes to support bicycle connection from downtown.
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Section Notes
1. Remove one vehicular traffic lane.

RAYEN A

2. Buffered bike lanes to support bike connection to Metroparks.
3. Protected bike lanes for high speed traffic.
4. On-street parking lane to transition to landscaped bumpout at east end near courthouse.
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Rayen Avenue Rendering
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Phelps - Before/After

YOUNGSTOWN PUBLIC REALM DESIGN GUIDE - TYPICAL SECTIONS

PROPOSED (LOOKING SOUTH) - Image excerpted
Master Plan

EXISTING (LOOKING SOUTH)

PROPOSED (LOOKING SOUTH) - Image excerpted from MKSK/MS Consultants Amphitheater
Master Plan
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Guideline Matrix
City of Youngstown - Center City Complete and Green Streets Matrix Tool
Center

Left

Street Name

Pedestian Realm
Sidewalk

Amenity Strip

Buffer Zone

Right

Roadway Zone
Bike Lane

Travel Lane 1

Travel Lane 2

Median

Travel Lane 2
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N/A

N/A

Sharrow

N/A

Travel Lane 1
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N/A
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Total Width
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N/A
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N/A
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N/A
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Decorative Light Poles

Decorative Light Poles

Element/Description 3

Benches

Benches

Element/Description 4

Benches

Benches

98'

Fifth Avenue
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

7'

4'

N/A

Street Trees

Element/Description 2

Decorative Light Poles

Element/Description 3

N/A

Element/Description 4

N/A

N/A

5'

11'

11'

12'

11'

11'

5'

N/A

5'

9'

Dedicated

Standard

Standard

Landscape Median

Standard

Standard

Dedicated

N/A

Street Trees

N/A

91'

Decorative Light Poles

Fifth Avenue (North of 422)
Widths
Element/Description 1

8'

5'

N/A

Street Trees

N/A

5'

11'

Dedicated

Standard

N/A

12'

N/A

Landscape Median

11'

5'

Standard

Dedicated

11'

N/A

N/A

5'

8'

70'

66'

Street Trees

Left Turn Only

Element/Description 2
Element/Description 3
Element/Description 4
Front Street
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

8'

5'

N/A

Street Trees

N/A

10'

11'

Two-Way

Standard

N/A

N/A

N/A

Standard

8'

5'

8'

Parking Lane

Street Trees

N/A

Buffered

Element/Description 2

Decorative Light Poles

Element/Description 3
Element/Description 4
Mahoning
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

6'

N/A

N/A

N/A

7'

11'

Dedicated

Standard

N/A

11'

N/A

Shared Turn Lane

11'

7'

Standard

Dedicated

Buffered

Element/Description 2

N/A

N/A

7'

60'

N/A

Buffered

Element/Description 3
Element/Description 4
Park
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

5'

4'

N/A

Street Trees

N/A

5'

11'

Dedicated

Standard

Element/Description 2

Standard

Element/Description 3

Standard

N/A

N/A

N/A

11'

5'

Standard

Dedicated

N/A

N/A

N/A

4'

5'

Street Trees

N/A

50'

Element/Description 4
Phelps
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

10'

5'

Special Scoring

Street Trees

N/A

N/A

10'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Landscape Bed

Element/Description 2

5'

12'

Landscape Bed

Decorative Paving

42'

Signage
Benches

Element/Description 3
Element/Description 4
Rayen Avenue
Proposed Widths
Element/Description 1

8'

5'

N/A

Street Trees

Element/Description 2

Accent Paving

Element/Description 3

Decorative Light Poles

N/A

N/A

11'
Sharrow

N/A

12'
Landscape Median

N/A

11'

N/A

Sharrow

Shared Turn Lane

N/A

5'

8'

Street Trees

N/A

60'

Accent Paving
Decorative Light Poles

Element/Description 4
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CHAPTER 4

RECOMMENDED
MATERIALS

Recommended Materials
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44 .1

4
Recommended Materials

Recommended Materials

GUIDELINES
The following materials are the required standards for new roadway construction or reconstruction
projects within Center City Youngstown. Materials that are not in conformance with those listed
below will require formal City approval for a variance. While the below section includes details for the
specification of materials for use in streetscape projects, each project should be reviewed by the City
and consultant (if applicable) to ensure that the context of the project is being appropriately addressed.

Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio

Recommended Materials							
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IT’S DIFFICULT TO MAKE
SOMETHING GOOD OUT OF
SECOND CLASS
MATERIAL, BUT IT IS
QUITE EASY TO SPOIL
A FIRST CLASS ONE.

COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDE
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4

Recommended Materials

Recommended Materials

PAVING
& HARDSCAPE
Primary Paver
PRODUCT:
Dry Pressed Clay Brick Paver in conformance with ASTM C 902

BASIS OF DESIGN MANUFACTURER:
Whiteacre Greer

STYLE/DIMENSIONS:
4”x8”x2-1/4” Paver

COLOR BLEND:

20% - #30
Clear Red Rustic

20% - #32
Antique

20% - #33
Dark Antique

20% - #34
Mulberry

20% - #36
Red Sunset

LAYING PATTERN:
Basket Weave

OTHER:
All pavers should have beveled edge and be set on concrete base with sand setting bed. Joints
should be filled with polymeric sand.

Recommended Materials | Paving and Hardscape								
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Recommended Materials

Accent Paver
PRODUCT:
Dry Pressed Clay Brick Paver in conformance with ASTM C 902

BASIS OF DESIGN MANUFACTURER:
Whiteacre Greer

STYLE/DIMENSIONS:
4”x8”x2-1/4” Paver

COLOR BLEND:

100% - #30
Majestic

OTHER:
All pavers should have beveled edge and be set on concrete base with sand setting bed. Joints
should be filled with polymeric sand.

Recommended Materials | Paving and Hardscape							
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Recommended Materials

Decorative Crosswalk Material
PRODUCT:
Stamped and Colored Crosswalk

BASIS OF DESIGN MANUFACTURER:
Bomanite

PATTERN:
Running Bond (long dimension parallel to traffic)

BASIS OF DESIGN COLOR:
Bomanite: Brick Red

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

»
»
»
»

Work must be completed by certified Installer
Color release agent must be used
Heavy duty color hardener must be applied
Low Sheen non –color sealer must be applied

100% - #30
Brick Red

100% - #30
Brick Red

Recommended Materials | Paving and Hardscape							
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PUBLIC SPACE SHOULD
BE INTENTIONAL:
IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS
THAT YOU BELONG

COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDE		
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Recommended Materials

Recommended Materials

FURNISHINGS
Pedestrian Lighting
COMPANY:
LSI Industries

POLE STYLE:
5” Aluminum Fluted Round Poles with 31-1/2” decorative base (5FRN3)
Fixture Style Led Lexington decorative area lights (XLXM3)

HEIGHT:
Default height is 12’ however pole height should be evaluated on project by project basis

COLOR:
Powder Coated Glossy Black

Recommended Materials | Furnishings								
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4

LED LEXINGTON DECORATIVE AREA LIGHTS (XLXM3)
US patent 782456, 7952293, & 8432108 and US & Int’l. patents pending

Recommended Materials

SMARTTEC™ - LSI drivers feature integral sensor which reduces drive current, when ambient
temperatures exceed rated temperature.
ENERGY SAVING CONTROL OPTIONS - DIM - 0-10 volt dimming enabled with controls by
others. BLS - Bi-level switching responds to external line voltage signal from separate 120277V controller or sensor (by others), with low light level decreased to 30% maximum
drive current.
EXPECTED LIFE - Minimum 60,000 hours to 100,000 hours depending upon the ambient
temperature of the installation location.
LEDS - Select high-brightness LEDs in Cool White (5000K nominal) or Neutral White (4000K
nominal) color temperature, 70CRI (nominal).
DISTRIBUTION/PERFORMANCE - Types 3, FT, and 5. Exceptional uniformity creates bright
environment at lower light levels. Improved backlight cutoff minimizes light trespass.
HOUSING - One piece housing/support frame is die-cast aluminum. Post top access cover
and support arms are die-cast aluminum. Housing is sealed with an extruded silicone
gasket.
HOUSING TOP CAP - Removable spun aluminum cap/driver enclosure is retained by captive
stainless steel fasteners and safety cables. Housing and top cap interface is sealed with a
one-piece extruded silicone gasket. Tool-less entry option is available.
SEALED OPTICAL UNIT - Lens is clear, flat tempered glass, sealed to aluminum optics housing.
Pressure stabilizing breather allows super-tight protection while preventing temperature
cycling from building up internal pressures and vacuums that can stress optical unit seals and
components.
FASTENERS - All exposed fasteners are black oxide coated stainless steel. Internal fasteners
are stainless steel or zinc electroplated steel.
ELECTRICAL - Terminal block for attachment of incoming primary wiring is supplied. Twostage surge protection (including separate surge protection built into electronic driver)
meets IEEE C62.41.2-2002, Location Category C. Available with universal voltage power
supply 120-277VAC (50/60Hz input), 347VAC and 480VAC. Optional button-type photocells
(PCI) are available in 120, 208, 240, 277 or 347 volt (supply voltage must be specified).
LIGHT OUTPUT - XLXM3

Neutral
White

Cool
White

POST TOP MOUNT
# of LEDS
SS
64

HO

64

SS

64

Type 3

6180
8670
5930
8250

Watts
Lumens (Nominal)
Type FT
Type 5 (Nominal)

5570
8270
5350
7560

5240
7510
5150
6890

64
HO
LED Chips are frequently updated therefore values may increase.

70
108
70
108

DRIVER - Available in Super Saver (SS) and High Output (HO) drive currents (Drive currents
are factory programmed). State-of-the-art driver technology designed specifically for LSI
LED light sources provides unsurpassed system efficiency. Components are fully encased
in potting material for moisture resistance. Driver complies with IEC and FCC standards.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE - -40°C to +50°C (-40°F to +122°F).
MOUNTING - Post Top and Wall mounting available.
under fixture drawings.

Pole selection information shown

FINISH - Fixtures are finished with LSI’s DuraGrip® polyester powder coat finishing process.
The DuraGrip finish withstands extreme weather changes without cracking or peeling.
WARRANTY - LSI LED fixtures carry a limited 5-year warranty.

Also available in traditional light sources

PHOTOMETRICS - Please visit our web site at www.lsi-industries.com for detailed
photometric data.
LISTING - Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety standards. Suitable for wet locations.
This product, or selected versions of this product, meet the standards listed below. Please consult factory
for your specific requirements.

ARRA

wet location Funding Compliant

IP65

Fixtures comply with ANSI C136.31-2010 American National Standard for Roadway Lighting Equipment - Luminaire Vibration 1.5G requirements.

Project Name
Catalog #

Fixture Type

01/15/15
© 2015
LSI INDUSTRIES INC.
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ALUMINUM FLUTED ROUND POLES WITH DECORATIVE BASE
DIMENSIONS

POLE SHAFT - The pole shaft is either spun or extruded from 6000 series alloy aluminum.
Tenon N option is 2-3/8” O.D. x 4” tall. Tenon 4N option is 4” O.D. x 5” tall. Aluminum
16 flat fluted round pole shafts with decorative base are 4”, 5” and 6” in diameter. Poles
have a cast ring between shaft and tenon.

FRN3

Recommended Materials

FRN2

STRUCTURAL BASE - The structural base is cast from 356 alloy aluminum. FRN2 poles
provided with a 4” wide x 5-5/8” tall access door. FRN3 poles provided with 3-1/4” wide
x 16-1/2” tall access door. The pole shaft is inserted and welded into the structural base
casting. The completed assembly is heat treated into a T6 temper after the structural
welding is completed.

8'-18'
(2.4m - 5.5m)

ANCHOR BOLTS - Set of four anchor bolts conform to ASTM F1554 Grade 55. Each bolt is
provided with two hex nuts and two flat washers. Bolts have an “L” bend on one end and
are galvanized a minimum of 12” on the threaded end.
21-1/2”
(546mm)

31-1/2”
(800mm)

17” Dia.
(432mm)

FINISHES - Baked-on polyester-powder finish provides one year limited warranty.
DETERMINING THE LUMINAIRE/POLE COMBINATION FOR YOUR APPLICATION:
•
Select luminaire from luminaire ordering information
•
Select bracket configuration if required
•
Determine EPA value from luminaire/bracket EPA chart
•
Select pole height
•
Select MPH to match wind speed in the application area (See windspeed map).
•
Confirm pole EPA equal to or exceeding value from note above
•
Confirm total luminaire/bracket weight does not exceed maximum weight shown
in chart below
•
Consult factory for special wind load requirements and banner brackets

17” Dia.
(432mm)
FRN2 Access Door
4" wide x 5-5/8" tall
(102mm x 143mm)

FRN2, FRN3 –
N = 2-3/8" (60mm) O.D.
x 4" (102mm)
Tall Tenon

GROUND LUG - Ground lug is standard.

4N = 4" (102mm)O.D.
x 5" (127mm)
Tall Tenon
Cross Section
FRN3 Access Door
3-1/4" wide x 16-1/2" tall
(83mm x 419mm)
16 Flat Flute

POLE SELECTION CHART: 4" (102mm), 5" (127mm) & 6" (152mm) 16 flat fluted round poles
Height

ACCESS DOOR LOCATION

Side “C”

Side “D”

Sides
Access Door

Side “B”

Side “A”
(access door)
A
B
X

C

D

8' (2.4m)
8' (2.4m)
10' (3.0m)
10' (3.0m)
12' (3.7m)
12' (3.7m)
12' (3.7m)
14' (4.3m)
14' (4.3m)
16' (4.9m)
16' (4.9m)
16' (4.9m)
18' (5.5m)
18' (5.5m)
18' (5.5m)

EPA
80 MPH 90 MPH 100 MPH
13.3
10.2
8.0
21.9
17.0
13.4
9.1
6.8
5.2
15.5
11.8
9.1
6.3
4.5
3.2
11.2
8.3
6.2
17.2
13.1
10.0
8.1
5.7
4.0
13.1
9.5
6.9
5.7
3.7
2.2
9.7
6.7
4.5
10.3
7.3
5.2
3.7
1.9
N/A
7.0
4.4
2.5
12.9
9.1
6.3

Outside Material Max Weight
Dimensions
(lbs)1
4" (102mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
4" (102mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
4" (102mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
6" (152mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
6" (152mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
6" (152mm) 0.125
300
5" (127mm) 0.188
300
5" (127mm) 0.125
300
6" (152mm) 0.125
300
6" (152mm) 0.188
300

FRN2
Bolt
Circle Wt (lbs)2
O/P
67
O/P
69
O/P
70
O/P
73
O/P
74
O/P
78
O/P
82
O/P
82
O/P
87
O/P
87
O/P
93
O/P
103
O/P
91
O/P
98
O/P
120

FRN3
Wt (lbs)2
74
76
78
81
81
85
87
90
93
94
98
109
99
104
125

EPA based on AASHTO LTS-3-94. For applications in Canada and areas using code requirements other than
AASHTO LTS-3-94, consult factory. Designs are limited to top-mounted luminaires and/or brackets having a
centroid 2'-6" above and 1'-6" eccentric to the pole top at nominal mounting height. Variations from sizes
above are available, consult factory. Satisfactory performance of poles is dependent upon the pole being
properly attached to a supporting foundation of adequate design. Refer to EPA information on next page.
Maximum luminaire/bracket weight is shown on the above chart.
1- Maximum weight of fixtures/brackets to be mounted to pole.
2- Structure weight is a nominal value which includes the pole shaft and decorative base.

ARRA
Funding Compliant

Project Name
Catalog #

Fixture Type

01/23/15
© 2015
LSI INDUSTRIES INC.
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Recommended Materials

Benches

COMPANY:
DuMor

STYLE:
Bench should be Series 58 with center arm rest.

LENGTH:
Bench length can be 98” or 74”

COLOR:
Powder Coated Glossy Black

Trash Receptacles
COMPANY:
DuMor

STYLE:
Receptacle 102-22-FTO

SIZE:
22 Gallon

COLOR:
Receptacle color should be powder coated glossy black

Recommended Materials | Furnishings								
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Recommended Materials

Bicycle Racks

COMPANY:
Huntco Site Furnishings

STYLE:
The Minimalist

COLOR:
Powder Coated Glossy Black

MOUNTING:
Concrete Embedment

Planter

COMPANY:
Quick Crete Products Corp.

MATERIAL:
Pre-Cast Concrete

DIMENSIONS

»
»
»

Height- 36”
Top Dia. – 30”
Bottom Dia. – 19”

MODEL
QR-CE3036P

Recommended Materials | Furnishings							
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Recommended Materials
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4

Recommended Materials

ADA Detectable Warning Strips
COMPANY:
EJ Co.

STYLE:
Duralast

COLOR:
Black Asphaltic Dip Finish

Bus Shelters
COMPANY:
Duo Gard

STYLE:
Reverse Barrel Vault

MATERIALS:
Glass and Steel

COLOR:
Black

Recommended Materials | Furnishings								
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THE SMALLEST PATCH
OF GREEN TO ARREST
THE MONOTONY OF
ASPHALT AND
CONCRETE IS AS
IMPORTANT TO
THE VALUE OF REAL
ESTATE AS STREETS,
SEWERS AND
CONVENIENT SHOPPING

COMPLETE STREETS DESIGN GUIDE
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Recommended Materials

Recommended Materials

LANDSCAPING
The plant materials below provide general guidance for the selection of urban tolerant plant
materials. It is by no means an all-inclusive list however it does represent the species that have
been documented to withstand harsh urban conditions (salt, emissions, drought, etc.) Each project
should closely assess the conditions of the site to select the appropriate material.
Factors that should be considered in the selection of plant materials include but are not limited to:

»
»
»
»
»

Sun Light
Soil Characteristics
Drainage Characteristics
Infrastructure Limitations
Micro-Climate

Guidance specifically for the selection of urban trees can be found at the link below:
http://www.hort.cornell.edu/uhi/outreach/recurbtree/pdfs/~recurbtrees.pdf

Recommended Materials | Landscaping								
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Recommended Materials

Street Trees
SMALL TREE SPECIES (LESS THAN 30’)

Acer campestre –
Hedge Maple

Amelanchler –
Shadow Serviceberry
single stem tree form

Carpinus caroliniana –
American Hornbeam

Syringa reticulata –
Japanese Tree Lilac
» Ivory Silk

» Cumulus

Crataegus crus-galli –
Cockspur Hawthorn

Crataegus
phaenopyrum –
Washington Hawthorn

Gleditsia triacanthos –
Honey Locust

Malus –
Flowering Crabapple
» Donald Wyman
» Harvest Gold

Recommended Materials | Landscaping								
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Recommended Materials

MEDIUM TO LARGE TREE SPECIES (GREATER THAN 30’)

Acer rubrum
‘Karpick’ Karpick Red Maple

Nyssa Sylvatica Black Gum

Tilia cordata Littleleaf Linden

Carpinus Betulus –
European Hornbeam

Quercus Bicolor –
Swamp White Oak

Ginkgo Biloba Gingko

Quercus rubra Red Oak

Liriodendron Tulipifera –
Tulip Poplar

Taxodium distichum Common Bald Cypress

Ulmus x Elm Hybrid
» Frontier Elm

Recommended Materials | Landscaping								
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4
1

Clethra alnifolia –
‘Sixteen Candles’
Sweet Pepperbush

Recommended Materials

Shrubs

Rhus aromatica –
Gro Low Sumac

Juniperus horizontalis
‘Youngstown’ Youngstown Juniper

Ilex glabra ‘densa’ Inkberry

Grasses

Calamagrostis x
acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’
- Feather Reed Grass

Festuca Glauca
‘Elijah Blue’ Elijah Blue
Fescue

Panicum virgatum
- Switch Grass

Schizachyrium
scoparium Little Blue Stem

Pennisetum alopecuroides
- Little Bunny Dwarf
Fountain Grass

Perennials

Perovskia atriplicifolia Russian Sage

Symphyotrichum novae
-angliae ‘Purple Dome’ Purple Dome Aster

Rudbeckia hirta Black Eyed Susan

Recommended Materials | Landscaping								
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Recommended Materials

Echinacea purpurea
Purple Coneflower

Nepeta racemosa
‘Walker’s Low’
Catmint

Signage
Guide Studio Report
CONCEPT 2A – UPDATED GATEWAY AND MODIFIED PATTERNING ON SIGN BACKS
OPTION: Tone on tone patterning; subtle color change or
matte vs glossy application as in Ohio City Sample

COLOR PALETTE
SIGN CONSTRUCTION CONCEPT

Open or solid
angled top,
creating an
abstracted Y shape

Each of the three
faces may utilize a
different color in the
palette; the word
“Downtown” will appear
on one side, with
“Youngstown”
on the other.

The color palette includes bold, vibrant
blue and green grounded with a grittier
dark grey

©Studio Graphique, Inc. www.designwithdirection.com

YOUNGSTOWN

P

YOUNGSTOWN

YOUNGSTOWN

PARKING

YSU
Butler Museum
Eastern Gateway
Community College
OH WOW!
Powers Auditorium
YBI
Patterns and colors
may change from sign
to sign

SIGN BACK OPTIONS

The back side may
be used to demonstrate
artistic/unexpected
traits; this may be achieved
through a common design
or customized by
local artists

GATEWAY TOTEM

YOUNGSTOWN

DOWNTOWN

DOWNTOWN

DOWNTOWN
DOWNTOWN

Triangular totems
may be placed at an
angle that highlights
the word downtown

TRAILBLAZER

Example of tone on tone/matte
vs glossy paint/vinyl application

PARKING IDENTIFICATION

PRIMARY DIRECTIONAL

DOWNTOWN YOUNGSTOWN // WAYFINDING PROGRAM

CONCEPT DESIGN
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C E N T E R C I T Y ST R E E T D E S I G N G U I D E

RESOURCES

A POTENTIAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOL
This design guide for Center City will help maximize public and private investment. While trends
in the marketplace will always drive investment, this design guidebook will provide a consistent
look to public infrastructure that connects activity and investment. Another tool that can be utilized
by anchor institutions and partners of the Center City has been made possible by the legislation
for Innovation Districts and Downtown Redevelopment Districts (DRD’s).
Recently, the State of Ohio passed House Bill 233 legislation, which established a procedure by
which municipal corporations may create Center City redevelopment districts (DRDs) for the
purposes of rehabilitating historic buildings and promoting economic development.
DRD establishment authorized the municipal corporation to exempt up to 70% of the increased
value of real property in the DRD from taxation and to collect service payments in lieu of taxes
from the property owners. The legislation requires that an ordinance creating a DRD must describe
the area included in the district, the number of years it is intended to exist, and an economic
development design guide that justifies the methodology for establishing the district boundaries.
The legislation required that the territory of a DRD contain at least one historic building and prohibits
the inclusion of areas exclusively for residential purposes. The DRD restricts the lifetime of
exemptions to ten year, or up to 30 years if approved by the school district.
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and may serve as a building block to the revitalization of the urban core as a whole. The
establishment of a DRD in Youngstown could specifically bolster the connectivity of anchor
institutions such as YSU, MERCY, and YBI with the inclusion of an Innovation District. DRD’s make
could make possible the establishment of an Innovation District IT investment in a 100 gigabyte
broadband connection to facilitate IT research and development in the form of business
incubator and accelerators. The Youngstown Business Incubator is strategically located between
the planned Riverfront Amphitheater and Park, historic preservation mixed-use residential and
commercial projects, MERCY Hospital, America Makes, Eastern Gateway Community College, and
Youngstown State University. The establishment of an innovation component within a DRD has
tremendous potential for Center City Youngstown’s technology block.
Communities throughout Ohio, such as Zanesville, have established DRD’s and Innovation Districts
in former brownfield industrial sites in effort to leverage funds to clean and redevelop for job
creation, innovation, greening, and other economic development activities that bolster the quality
of life of the urban core.
Other economic development strategies are being considered for implementation by the City of
Youngstown administration in order to strategically utilize Certified Local Governments, Special
Interest or Business Interest Districts (SIDs/BIDs), and Entertainment Districts, which will construct
safe ways to incorporate recently passed open-container policy within the existing entertainment
district in anticipation for the planned riverfront amphitheater investment.
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Resources

Dollars generated as part of a DRD can be used to support other economic activity in the district
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